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INTRODUCTION

Purpose.
This manual
describes
reliable
or preferred
procedures
l-i.
or concepts
of drilling
and blasting
conducted
during rock excavation,
in order to aid design
and construction
personnel
in related
matters
(para 1-4).
Drilling
and blasting
methods
described
herein are not to be
regarded
as official
Corps
of Engineers
(CE) policy,
but they should
be of assistance
to CE personnel
in establishing
policy.
The manual
is designed
principally
for the use of geologists
and engineers
who
are given resp~nsibilities
in drilling
and blasting
projects.
Such responsibilities
may come either
in the design
or in the construction
phase.
The provisions
of this
i-2.
Applicability.
CE Divisions
and Districts
concerned
with
construction.
1-3.

References.

listed

a.
Department
below-:

of the Army

manual are
Civil Works

publications

applicable
to
design and

on related

subjects

(1)

ER

1110.-2-1200

Plans

(2)

EM

385-I-I

General

(3)

EM

ii10-i-i80i

Geological

(4)

EM

il10-i-i806

Presenting
Subsurface
Information
in Contract
Plans and
Specifications

(5)

EP 415-I-261

are

and Specifications
Safety

Requirements

kvestigations

Construction

Inspectors

Guide

and Quarries
.
b.
Strict adherence
to safety precautions
in blasting
is of utmost importance.
Publications
specifically
on safety
in blasting
include:
(6)

TM

Handbook

Pits

5-332

of Electric

Blasting

Manufacture,
Storage,
Transportation
and Use of Explosives and Blasting
Agents,
1968 Rev Ed.
The following
420 Lexington

Atlas
Chemical
Industries,
Inc., Explosives
Division
lational
Assoc.

Fire

are obtainable
from Institute
of Makers
New York,
N. Y.
iooi7
Ave.,
i-i

e

Protection

of Explosives,
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Standard
Safety
How

Storage

Magazines,

in the Handling
to Destroy

Do’s
Radio

and Use

Explosives,

Rules
for Storing,
Publication
5
American
Pamphlet

i957,

Table
2

and Don’ts,
Frequency

Pamphlet

of Explosives,

Pamphlet

Transporting,

of Distances

#
1960,

Pamphlet

i7

21

and Shipping

for Storage

Explosives,

of Explosives,

1964,

1964
Energy,

i968,

Rev

Ed.,

Pamphlet

20

c. A series
of CE engineer
manuals
on rock excavation
is anticipated for the future.
The drilling
and blasting
manual
for surface
excavations
is the first of this series.
Selected
references
that describe
drilling
and blasting
procedures
and results
as well as specific
application in construction
are cited herein
by superscript
numbers;
these
numbers
correspond
to those in Appendix
A, References.
1-4.
Duties
of Government
Construction
Personnel.
Engineer
usually
bears
ultimate
responsibility
for
but relies
on his inspectors
and resident
geologist

The Resident
major
decisions
for advice.

a. Construction
Inspector.
The construction
inspector
will determine
that blasting
methods
used by the contractor
are in compliance
with the requirements
of the plans and specifications
and also that the
work complies
with the blasting
program
and methods
submitted
by
the contractor
to the Contracting
Officer.
Significant
deviations
will be
reported
to the Resident
Engineer
for a decision.
The inspector
will
report
on a Government
form information
concerning
the program
and
blasting
method,
as discussed
in Chapter
8 of this manual.
The inspector also should report
daily observations
and progress
of the job to the
resident
geologist.
b. Resident
Geologist.
The resident
geologist
mately
familiar
with the rocks
and their properties
can assist
the Resident
Engineer
regarding
blasting
problems
that arise.
1-5.

should be intiso that he, in turn,
progress
and any

Specifications.
a.

The

principal

intent

of the

specifications
1-2

●

is to inform

the
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contractor
what the work is to be and the conditions
he will encounter.
At present,
no “Guide
Specifications
fsr Civil Works
Construction”
on
Certain
provisions
are included
in specifidrilling
and blasting
exist.
cations
of CE Districts
to ensure
desired
results.
Chapter
5 of this
manual includes
information
on basic blasting
techniques
that may be
helpful in preparation
of these specifications,
and a few sample
specifications
are presented
in Append&
B.
b. The contractor
can be closely
restricted
by specifications
that
require
procedures
assuring
no damage
to the excavation
or adjacent
structures.
An advantage
of this type of specification
is that it gives a
legal basis for the Contracting
Officer
to supervise
the contractor’s
compliance.
Other specifications
may allow the contractor
relative
freedom
to choose
his procedure
as long as the final excavation
is satisfactory.
Incentive
can be included
in such specifications;
e.g.,
the
contractor
may find it to his advantage
or disadvantage
in concrete
payment according
to whether
his final rock surface
(after
scaling)
falls
within the rock excavation
tolerances.
1-6.
Working
Relationships
. A cooperative
spirit
should be maintained
among
CE personnel,
drillers,
and blasting
crew if the best results,
are
to be obtained.
Although
the inspector
monitors
the drilling
and blasting operations,
he does not take over the role of foreman
for the contractor,
i.e. , should refrain
from giving orders
directly
to workmen.
A
thorough
knowledge
of drilling
and blasting
techniques
is the best assurance of a satisfactory
job.
Chapters
2 through 5 of this manual are
intended
to help in this regard.
1-7.
Geological
Information.
The geology
of the project
can be a
major
factor
in a successful
blasting
job.
The bidding documents
should reflect
the geological
conditions
and establish
procedures
compatible with the results
desired.
Design
memoranda
and technical
letters
covering
the geology
of the project
site should be made available
to and be carefully
reviewed
by the field forces.
For details
cf the
effects
of geological
conditions
on blasting,
see Chapter
6.

1-3
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BLASTING

The mechanics
of blasting
are treated
in this chapter
2-1.
Explanation.
in a simplified
manner
to point out basic principles
and conditions.
References
1 and 2 were used as the sources
of much of the information.
Supplementary
information
on rock damage
from blasting
is found in
Chapter
7. The -word “explosive”
as used herein is defined as a chemical compound
or a mixture
of compounds
that reacts
to liberate
heat or
mechanical
energy-by
decomposing
rapidly
into other compounds,
mostly
gases.
Although
complicated,
the general
me2-2.
Partitioning
of Energy.
chanics
of blasting
are now at least partially
understood.
Three
main
stages
of blasting
are pressure
buildup,
wave transmission,
and
air blast.
Explosion
gases
occupy a
a. Peak Pressure
and Shock Wave.
much greater
volume
at ordinary
confining
pressures
than the original c~arge
and are capable
of building up transient
peak pressures
of 105 atmospheres
(atm) or more in the vicinity
of the charge.
A
resulting
shock wave generated
within a few milliseconds
(msec)
following detonation
propagates
away from the explosive
charge.
Even
the strongest
rocks are shattered
in the immediate
vicinity.
Work is performed
in crushing
b. Elastic
(Seismic)
Waves.
rock surrounding
the charge,
md consequently
the initial
shock wave
begins
to decay in intensity
after leaving
the point of detonation.
At
a relatively
short distance
the compressive
pulse is reduced
to a
level of intensity
below the compressive
strength
of the rock.
From
this point on rock crushing
stops,
but other pressure
or primary
(P)
and shear (S) waves
continue
through the rock mass.
The velocity
of the P-wave
varies
mainly
according
to the elastic
properties
of
the rock.
In weak rock, it will travel
approximately
5,000 to i0,000
feet per second
(fps) and in strong
rock with little jointing,
it will
travel
as fast as 20,000
fps.
P- and S-waves
perform
work by moving
the rock particles
Longitudinally
and transversely.
For this reason,
the waves
will attenuate
until they eventually
die out or until a free
The distance
of travel
of these waves
is measface is encountered.
ured in hundreds
and thousands
of feet in construction
blasting.
These
waves
are of considerable
importance
in regard
to damage
and vibration
control
(Chapter
7).
A portion
of the energy
that reaches
the free
c. Air Waves.
face as a P-wave
may be transferred
to the air in the form of an air
wave (para 7-2).

2-’1
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2-3.

Fragmentation
.
a.

(i)
explosion.

Zones

Near

an Explosion.

of Deformation.

Fig. 2-i
shows fracturing
and deformation
This illustration
represents
a spherically

Fig.

2-1.

Zones

of fracturing
an explosion

zones around the
symmetric
picture

and deformation
in rock
“

around

.
for a spherical
charge
or a section
perpendicular
to the axis of a cylindrical charge.
The rock medium
assumed
for this illustration
is essentially
infinite
in extent so that the effects
of free boundaries
are not included.
(2) Four -jor
zones can develop.
The first is the explosion
catity
(essentially
the original
charge
cavity)
where the process
is hydrodynamic . The second
and third zones are the crushed
and blastfractured
zones,
respectively,
where the shock pressure
is rapidly
reduced
as a result
of plastic
flow, crushing,
and cracking.
The fourth
zone is the seismic
zone, where the stress
is below the elastic
limit and
no fragmentation
occurs,
except
near free boundaries
as discussed
below.
2-2
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(3) Crushing
and fracturing
are functions
of the explosive
type,
charge
loading,
and the rock parameters.
The size of the crushed
zone
is usually
larger
in rocks of lower compressive
strength.
Use of
explosives
with low detonation
pressures
or decoupled
charges
(isolated
from rock by air space)
in competent
rock may reduce
crushed
zones
and control
the extent of the blast fracturing.
The crushed
zone typically extends
to about twice the charge
radius.3
The radius
of the blastfract
red zone is typically
about six times
the radius
of the crushed
zone, 5 or about three to four times
the radius
of the crushed
zone adjacent to a very large point charge.4
The spacing
between
fractures
increases
outward.
Radial fractures
develop
from hoop stresses
at the
important
front of the divergent
stress
wave. 2 A second and equally
type of fracturing
in the blast-fractured
zone is spalling
as discussed
below.
b.

Spalling.

(1) Natural
joints and free faces
promote
spalling
fragmentation.
First
there are air-rock
interfaces,
that is, the excavation
surface
or
free face.
Second there are a multitude
of open fissures,
bedding planes,
etc. , that constitute
internal
free faces.
(2) Spalling
is caused
by tensile
stress
resulting
from interference be~een
the tail portion
of an incident
compress
ional wave and the
front of the same wave which has been transformed
on reflection
at the
free surface
into a tensional
wave.
Rocks being strong in compression
but weak in tension5
(Table
2-1) are particularly
prone to spalling.
They are able to transmit
very high compressive
stresses,
but when
these are transformed
on reflection
into tensile
stresses,
the rocks
may
fracture
or span.
(3) The higher the ratio of compressive
to tensile
strengths,
the
more
extensive
the spalling
becomes.
The ratio is sometimes
known as
the blasting
coefficient
(para 6-2c).
The harder
and more competat
rocks are more
susceptible
to spalling.
(4) As shown in Fig. 2-2,
the span fracture
develops
parallel
to
the reflecting
surface.
These
new cracks,
in turn, serve as reflecting
surfaces
converting
following
compress
ional waves to destructive
tensional
waves.
Thus,
other parallel
spans
form until attenuation
subdues
the tensional
waves
to below the destr~~ctive
level (tensile
strength
of rock),
or until the spalling
has migrated
back to the
explosion
cavity.
2-3
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Table

Rock

2-1.

Unconfined
Compressive
and Tensi
e Strengths
(ii
. of Rocks
and Blasting
Coefficients
Unconfined
Compressive
Strength
psi

Type

Unconfined
Tensile
Strength
psi

Blasting
Coefficient

Quartzite
Quartzite
Quartzite
Argillite

3i,650
22,250
43,700
3i,400

2,5i0
2,550
2,950
2,620

13
9
i5
i2

Diabase
Basalt
Basalt
Basalt

53,300
9,800
26,500
40,800

3,550
730
1,990
4,020

15
i3
i3
io

Gabbro
Gabbro

29,600
25,050

2,150
i,8i0

14
14

Granite
Granite
Granite

24,350
22,000
28,950

i,780
i,300
i,850

i4
1?
i6

Marble

18,150

i,oio

i8

Limestone
Limestone
-Dolomite

i4 ,200
17,800
13,800

Hornblende
schist

29,600

(4) The strengths
sentative
in general

-

@
*

1,080

and blasting
coefficients
of the particular
rock
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c.
Combined’Role
of Expanding
Gases.
The combined
effects
of
rock fracturing
by compress
ional and tensional
waves are greatly
augmented by hot expanding
gases
that work their way along fractures,
Fragchurning
pieces
together
and moving
large blocks
en masse.
mentation
results
in part from collision
of pieces.
The shock wave is
responsible
for only a part of the breakage.
The whole process
is a
complex
interaction
of several
processes.

2-5
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PROPERTIES(l)

A chemical
explosive
is a compound
or a mixture
of
Explanation.
3-1.
compounds
which, when subjected
to heat, impact,
friction,
or shock,
undergoes
very rapid,
self-propagating,
heat- producing
decomposition.
This decomposition
produces
gases
that exert tremendous
pressures
as
they expand at the high temperature
of the reaction.
The work done by
an explosive
depends
primarily
on the amount of heat given off during
the explosion.
The ferm detonation
indicates
that the reaction
is moving through the explosive
faster
than the speed of sound in the unreacted
explosive;
whereas,
deflagration
indicates
a slower
reaction
(rapid
burning).
A high explosive
will detonate;
a low explosive
will deflagrate.
All commercial
explosives
except black powder are high explosives.
3-2.
Properties
weight
strength,
nation pressure,
these properties
measurement.
a.

of Explosives.
Important
properties
of explosives
are
cartridge
strength,
detonation
velocity,
density,
detoFor each explosi-{e
water
resistance,
and fume class.
will vary with the manufacturer
and his methods
of

Strength.

(i)
Strength
has
of explosives,
although
work and is therefore
the industry,
however,
some knowledge
of the

been traditionally
used to describe
various
grades
it is not a true measure
of ability
to perform
misleading.
Because
the term is so common
in
inspectors
and other CE personnel
should have
basis
of strength
ratings.

(2) The two common
ratings
are ‘ ‘weight
strength,
” which compares
explosives
on a weight basis,
and “cartridge
strength”
(bulk
strength) , which compares
explosives
on a volume
basis.
Strengths
are
commonly
expressed
as a percentage,
with straight
nitroglycerin
dynamite taken as the standard
for both weight and cartridge
strength.
For
example,
1 lb of extra dynamite
with a 40 percent
weight
strength,
1 lb
of ammonia
gelatin with a 40 percent
weight
strength,
and f lb of
straight
dynamite
with a 40 percent
weight strength
are considered
equivalent.
Cne i- 1/4by 8-in.
cartridge
of extra dynamite
with a 30
percent
cartridge
strength,
one i- 1/4by 8-in.
cartridge
of semigelatin with a 30 percent
cartridge
strength,
and one i- i/4by 8-in.
cartridge
strength
are
cartridge
of straight
dynamite
with a 30 percent
equivalent.
Fig. 3- f illustrates
a variety
of dynamite
cartridge
sizes.

(1)

This
information

section
is largely
a condensation
Circular
8405 by R. A. Dick.6
3-i

of U. S. Bureau

of Mines
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X&c

Fig.

3-1.

Common

sizes

of dynamite

cartridges

(3) The term strength
was first applied
when dynamite
was a
mixture
of nitroglycerin
and inert filler,
such as kieselguhr
(diatomite),
Then 60 percent
dynamite
contained
60 percent
nitroglycerin
by weight
and was three times
as strong as a 20 percent
dynamite.
Straight
dynamites
today contain
such active
ingredients
as sodium
nitrate
and
carbonaceous
material
in place of inert filler.
Consequently,
a 60 percent straight
dynamite,
which contains
60 percent
nitroglycerin
by
weight is only about 1.5 times
as strong,
because
of the energy
supplied
by the additional
active
ingredients
in the 20 percent
grade.
Furthermore,
60 percent
weight
strength
straight
dynamite
and 60 percent
weight
strength
extra dynamite
till
produce
different
results
due to a
difference
in detonation
velocity.
(4) Normally
the cartridge
count, i.e. the number
of cartridges
in
a 50-lb
box, and one of the strength
ratings
can be obtained
for an explosive.
A nomograph
relating
the -o
strength
ratings
is given in Fig.
3-2.
The cartridge
count is roughly
140 ditided
by the specific
gravity.
If a line is drawn tkough
the cartridge
count and the given strength
rating,
the unknown stren@h
can be read where this line intersects
the
scale
of the unknown strength.
3-2
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WEIGHT

CARTRIDGE
CARTRIDGE

STRENGTH,

PERCENT

NuMBER

STRENGTH,

PER

PERCENT

COUNT,

OF

CARTRIDGES

sO-POUND

80-

100

90

100

90-

90

80

80
70

70

1oo-

60
60
llo

-

50

30

40
20

140.

150.
10
30
160-

170.

EXAMPLE
180.

20

KNOWN:

CARTRIDGE

COUNT

KNOWN:

CARTRIDGE

STRENGTH

FINO:

WEIGHT

STRENGTH

130
40
(60)

190-

200.

210.
10

Fig.

3-2.

Nomograph
for comparing
weight
cartridge
strength6
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(5) Usually
dynamites
are rated on weight
strength
and gelatins
Commonly
only a trade name or a coded desigon cartridge
strength.
nation is given, and the strength
as well as the explosive
t~e
usually
must be obtained
from the manufacturer.
(6) These
examples
show that strength
is not a good basis
for
rating explosives.
Detonation
pressure
is a better
indicator
of an
explosive’s
ability
to perform
work (see
d below).
b.

Detonation

Velocity.

(i)
The most important
single property
in rating an explosive
is
detonation
velocity,
which may be expressed
for either
confined
or unconfined
conditions.
It is the speed at which the detonation
wave travels
through the explosive.
Since explosives
in boreholes
are confined
to
some degree,
the confined
value is the more
significant.
Most manufacturers,
however,
measure
the detonation
velocity
in an unconfined
column of explosive
1- i/4
in. in diameter.
The detonation
velocity
of an
explosive
is dependent
on the density,
ingredients
(Fig.
3-3),
particle
size,
charge
diameter,
and degree
of confinement.
Decreased
particle
size,
increased
charge
diameter,
and increased
confinement
all tend to
increase
the detonation
velocity.
Unconfined
velocities
are generally
70 to 80 percent
of confined
velocities.
Ingredients

Nongelatinous

13
-.

I%-.

t

~

I Straight

dynamite

>m

High-density

n s“
Oa
3

ammonia

1’

gelatin

I

I

o

m
a

Blosting

Nitroglycerin

.

o
~.

Properties

Gelatinous

Straight

gelatin

Ammonia

dynamite

I

gelatin
i

Low-density
ammania

Dry

blasllng

Semigelatin

dynamite

Slurries

agents

●

Increasing

Fig.

3-3.

Some

relative
commercial

woter

resistance

properties
a~d ingredients
explosives
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(2)
The-coniined
detonation
velocity
of commercial
explosives
With cartridge
explosives
the confined
varies
from 4,000
to 25,000
fps.
Some explosives
and blasting
agents
(see
velocity
is seldom
attained.
para 3-6) are sensitive
to diameter
changes.
As diameter
is reduced,
the velocity
is reduced
until at some critical
diameter,
propagation
is
no longer assured
and misfires
are likely.

ally

Densities
c. Density
and Specific
Gravity.
indicated
in terms
of specific
gravity.

of explosives

are

usu-

(1)
The specific
gravity
of commercial
explosives
ranges
from
0.6 to 1.7 with corresponding
cartridge
counts of 232 to 83.
For bulk
explosives,
the pounds of explosive
per foot of charge
length in a given
size borehole
is often referred
to as the charge
concentration
(or loading density).
(2) Denser
explosives
usually
give higher detonation
velocities
and
pressures.
A dense explosive
may be desirable
for difficult
blasting
Low-density
exconditions
or where fine fragmentation
is required.
jointed
rocks and
plosives
will suffice
in easily
fragmented
or closely
are preferred
for quarrying
coarse
material.
(3)
The density
of an explosive
is important
in wet conditions.
An
explosive
with a specific
gravity
of less than 1.0 or a cartridge
count
greater
than 140 will not sink in water.
d.

Detonation

Pressure.

velocity
and
(1) Detonation
pressure,
a function
of the detonation
wave.
Since
density,
is a measure
of the pressure
in the detonation
detona-tion
pressure
is not us-ually mentioned
as a property
of an exploHowever,
sive,
it is not usually
considered
in the choice
of an explosive.
the amplitude
of the stress
pulse from an explosion
in rock is related
to
The reflection
of this stress
pulse at a free
the detonation
pressure.
of detoface is an important
mechanism
in spalling.
The relationship
is
somewhat
complex
nation velocity
and density
to detonation
pres sure
but the following
equation
approximates
it. 7

P = 4.18

X 10-7
(I+Y:OD)

where
P = detonation

pressure,

kilobars
3-5

(1 kbar

= 14,504

psi)
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D = specific
C = detonation

gravity
velocity,

fps

The nomograph
in Fig. 3-4 can be used to find the detonation
pressure of an explosive
when the detonation
velocity
and specific
gravity
are
known.
The detonation
pressure
depends
more on detonation
velocity
(see equation
on page 3-5) than on specific
gravity.
A high detonation
pressure
is preferable
for fragmenting
hard, dense rock,
such as granite,
whereas
in softer
rock such as shale a lower pressure
will be sufficient
Detonation
pressures
of commercial
explosives
range from
(Chapter
6).
iO kbar to over 140 kbar.
Celonation
velocity.
103 fps
25

Detonation
pressure,
kbar

Specific
gravity

—

20 —
200
I50
%

15 —

100+

}
50
40

I .6
1.3
I .0

30 *
10 —

20
15 3

“3

.8

i
+

10+

5 “

Fig.

3-4.

Nomograph

for

finding
3-6

detonation

pressure
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Fig. 3-5%hows
the average
confined
velocity
and specific
and calculated
detonation
pressure
of explosives.

Resistance.
e. Water
The water resistance
of an explosive
is a
measure
of its ability
to withstand
exposure
to water without deteriorating or losing
sensitivity,
where
sensitivity
is the ease with which an
explosive
will detonate.
If water is standing
in the blasthole,
and the
time between
loading
and firing is fairly
short,
an explosive
with a
water
resistan~e
rating of “Good”
will be sufficient.
If the exposure
is
prolonged
or if the water is percolating
through the borehole,
‘ ‘Very
water resistance
is required.
In general,
gelaGood”
to “Excellent”
tins offer the best water resistance.
Higher
density
dynamites
have
fair to good water resistance,
whereas
low-density
dynamites
have little
or none.
Emission
of brown nitro~en
oxide fumes
from a blast often
from exposure
to water and
means
that the explosive
has dete~iorated
of explosive
or
indicates
that a change
should be made in the choice
grade.
f.

Fume

Class.

(1) Detonation
of a commercial
explosive
produces
water vapor,
carbon
dioxide , and nitrogen.
Undesirable
poisonous
gases
such as
carbon
monoxide
and nitrogen
oxides
are usually
formed
also.
These
of an explosive
indicates
gases
are known as fumes , and the fume class
the nature and quantity
of these undesirable
gases
formed
in the detonation process.
The ratings,
listed
in subsequent
sections,
are based
on use underground.
Fumes
are seldom
an important
factor
for open
work.
(2)
Removing
a cartridge
explosive
from its cartridge
will upset
the oxygen balance
and unfavorably
affect the explosive’s
fume qualities
and blasting
efficiency.
Water
in the blasthole
may also have an adverse
effect on the fumes produced
by a blast,
either by causing
deterioration
of the explosive
or by absorbing
heat during detonation.
3-3.
Ingredients
of Explosives.
Ingredients
of high explosives
are
classified
as explosive
bases,
combustibles,
oxygen carriers,
antacids,
and absorbents
(Table
3-i).
Some ingredients
perform
more than one
function.
An explosive
base is a solid or liquid which, upon the application of sufficient
heat or shock,
decomposes
to gases with an accompanyA combustible
combines
with excess
ing release
of considerable
heat.
oxygen to prevent
the formation
of nitrogen
oxides.
An oxygen carrier
assures
complete
oxidation
of the carbon
to prevent
the formation
of
The formation
of nitrogen
oxides
or carbon
monoxide,
carbon
monoxide.
in addition
to being undesirable
from the standpoint
of fumes,
results
in
lower heat of explosion
and efficiency
than when carbon
dioxide
and
3-7
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L
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powder
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azide

nitrate

nitrate

.
Formula

Chemical

Ingredients
.——

Explosive
Fuel-sensitizer;

C7H5N306
Al

(CH3)2(CH~)n

Absorbent;
Antacid
Antacid

Antacid
Flan,

Si 02
CaC03
CaC03
ZnO
NaCl

Kieselguhr

Chalk

Calcium

Zinc
chloride

oxide

Sodium

freezing

oxygen

prevents

(pern~issible

caking

carrier

used

in blasting

detonating

formerly

used

caps,

explosives)

caps

slurries

in blasting

caps

fuse

point

explosives

point
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freezing
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freezing
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oil
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c
c
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Explosive
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Explosive

NaN03
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Pb(N3)2
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---

c6Efi
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Explosive
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Explosive

Explosive
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Explosive
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Explosive
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.-.
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3-i.
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–—.
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Paraffin
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oxygen
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Liquid
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Nitroglycerin
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Antacids
increase
nitrogen
are formed.
ents absorb
liquid explosive
bases.

stability

and compositions
3-4.
Dynamites.
‘ The properties
dynamites
are summarized
in Tables
3-2 and 3-3,
type is discussed
in detail below.
a.

Straight

Nitroglycerin

in storage,

and absorb-

of the various
respectively.

types
Each

Dynamite.

(1) Dynamite
was originally
a mixture
of nitroglycerin
and diatomite,
a porous,
inert silica.
Today,
straight
nitroglycerin
dynamite
consists
of nitroglycerin,
with sodium
nitrate,
antacid,
carbonaceous
fuel, and sometimes
sulfur in place of the inert filler.
It is most commonly manufactured
in weight
strengths
of 20 to 60 percent.
Because
of the tendency
of nitroglycerin
to freeze
at low working
temperature,
another
explosive
oil usually
replaces
part of the nitroglycerin
in a
straight
d~arnite.
(2) Straight
dynamite
has a high detonation
velocity
which gives
a shattering
action.
It resists
water well in the higher
grades
but
poorly
in the lower grades.
Straight
dynamite
generally
has poor fume
qualities,
and is unsuitable
for use underground
or in poorly
ventilated
spaces.
The use of straight
dynamite
has declined
because
of high
cost,
sensitivity
to shock and friction,
and high flammability.
A~onia
(‘ ‘extra”)
dynamites
have replaced
straight
dynamite
in most
applications.
(3) Ditching
dynamite
is a name given to 50 percent
straight
d~a-”
mite.
Its high sensitivity
is advantageous
in ditching
where
sympathetic
detonation
eliminates
the need for caps or detonating
fuse with individual charges.
Sixty percent
straight
dynamite
is sometimes
packaged
in
special
cartridges
for uncle rwater
work.
b.

Hi~h-

Density

Ammonia

(Extra)

Dynamite.

(i)
Ammonia
dynamites
(extra
dynamite)
are the most widely
used cartridge
explosives.
An ammonia
dynamite
is similar
to a
straight
dpmite
except that ammonium
nitrate
replaces
a portion
the nitroglycerin
and sodium
nitrate.

of

(2) High- density
ammonia” dynamite
is commonly
manufactured
in
weight
strengths
of 20 to 60 percent.
It is generally
lower in detonation
better
in fume qualities,
and considerably
less
velocity,
less dense,
sensitive
to shock and friction
than straight
dynamite.
Extra dynamite
can be used effectively
where the rock is not extremely
hard and water
conditions
are not severe.
It is widely
used in quarrying,
stripping,
and
3-io
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Table
Weight
Strength
6/0

Cartridge
Strength

Properties(i)

3-2.

Straight

60
50
40
30
20

i.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3

52
45
35
25
15
Low-Density

65
65
65
65
65
65
65

1.2
1.1
4.0
1.0
0.9
0.9
0.8

50
45
40
35
30
25
20
Low-Density

65
65
65
65
65
65
65
Note:

50
45
40
35
30
25
20
Values

shown

are

Ammonia

Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair

Dynamite,

the averages

(i)

i06
i 04
ioo
100
ioo

Good
Good
Good
Good
Good

110
iio
110
110
110

High-Velocity
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Poor
Poor
Poor

Dynamite,
8,i O0
7,800
7,500
7,200
6,900
6,500
6,300

Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor

Dynamite

44,000
10,400
10,000
9,800
9,400
8,800
8,300

Ammonia
1.2
i.i
1.0
i.o
0.9
0.9
0.8

Good
Fair
Fair
Poor
Poor

12,500
ii,500
10,500
9,000
8,000

Ammonia

Cartridge
Count

Dynamite

19,000
17,000
i4,000
11,500
9,000

High-Density

Fume
Class

Water
Resistance

Nitroglycerin

1.3
:.4
1.4
1.4
1.4

60
50
40
30
20

60
50
40
30
20

Confined
Velocity
fps

Specific
Gravity

To

of Dynamites

Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair

Low-Velocity
Fair
Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor

of several

Series
120
129
f35
14i
153
163
174

Series
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair

i20
129
135
i4i
i53
163
174

manufacturers.

Specific
gravity
and confined
detonation
velocity
can be used to
calculate
characteristic
impedance
which is useful in choosing
the explosive
for a given rock as explained
in paragraph
6-2.
3-11
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T,able

3-3.

Component

Composition

&

Nitroglycerin
Sodium
nitrate
Carbonaceous
Sulfur
Antacid
Moisture

Nitroglycerin

20.2
59.3
i5.4
2.9
1.3
0.9

fuel

HighNitroglycerin
Sodium
nitrate
Ammonium
nitrate
Carbonaceous
fuel
Sulfur
Antacid
Moisture

12.0
57.3
ii.8
io.z
6.7
1.2
0.8

in well-ventilated
operations.

for

c.

Low-

Density

16.7
25.1
43.1
10.0
3.4
0.8
0.9

i6.5
37.5
31.4
9.2
3.6
1.1
0.7

diameter

(Extra}

60%

10070

56.8
22.6
18.2
-1.2
1.2

-------

22.5
15.2
50.3
8.6
i.6
1.1
0.7

--------

Dynamite

by weight

smaller

Ammonia

49.0
34.4
14.6
-i.1
0.9

::!

i2.6
46.2
25. i
8.8
5.4
i.i
0.8

in percent

mines

39.0
45.5
i3.8
--

Ammonia

(i)
Values
shown are
several
manufacturers.

Strength
5070

Dynamite

29.0
53.3
13.7
2.0
i.o
1.0

Density

of Dynamites

Weight
40~0

~

Straight

(i)

and are

holes

the averages

of small

of

blasting

Dynamite.

axnrnonia
d}-namite
has a weight
strength
of ap(i)
Low-density
proximately
65 percent
and a cartridge
strength
from 20 to 50 percent.
Like a high-density
extra dynamite,
it contains
a low proportion
of nitroglycerin
and a high proportion
of ammonium
nitrate.
The different
cartridge
strengths
are obtained
by varying
the density
and grain size
of the ingredients.

(2) Several
manufacturers
produce
*o
series
of low-density
ammonia
dynamite,
a high- and a low-velocity
series.
Both series
are
of lower velocity
and density
than high-density
extra dynamite.
Because
of its slow, heaving
action,
the low-velocity
series
is well suited to
blasting
soft material
such as clay- shale or where a coarse
product
such as riprap
is desired.
It is well suited for use in structural
3-i2
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.
excavation

blasting

in certain

rock

types.

(3) Fume qualities
and water resistance
vary with the cartridge
Wrappers
sprayed
with paraffin
give fair to poor water rematerial.
sistance
and fair fume rating,
whereas
a paraffin-impregnated
wrapper
gives very poor water
resistance
and a better fume rating.
The explosive has little more water resistance
than that provided
by the wrapper.
Low-density
extra is the lowest
cost cartridge
explosive
available.
(4) The composition
of low-density
ammonia
dynamites
is similar to that of a 60 percent
high-density
extra dynamite
with a lower proportion
of nitroglycerin
and a higher proportion
of ammonium
nitrate.
series,
with
Table
3-2 lists the properties
of the high- and low-velocity
paraffinsprayed
cartridge.
The properties
and compositions
3-5.
Gelatins.
gelatins
are summarized
in Tables
3-4 and 3-5,
type is discussed
in detail below.

of the various
respectively.

types
Each

of

a.
Blasting
Gelatin.
Blasting
gelatin
is a rubber- textured
explosive made by adding nitrocellulose
(guncotton)
to nitroglycerin.
An
Wood meal is usually
added
antacid
is added for stability
in storage.
to improve
sensitivity,
although
this is not indicated
in Table 3-5.
Blasting
gelatin attains
a very high detonation
velocity
and has excellent
water
resistance,
but it emits
large volumes
of noxious
fumes upon
detonation.
It is the most powerful
of all commercial
explosives.
Blasting
gelatin
is also known as ‘ ‘oil well explosive.
”

b.

Straight

Gelatin.

(1) Straight
gelatin
is a dense,
plastic
explosive
consisting
of
nitroglycerin
or other explosive
oil gelatinized
with. nitrocellulose,
an
antacid,
sodium
nitrate,
carbonaceous
fuel, and sometimes
sulfur.
Since
the gelatin
tends to coat the other ingredients,
straight
gelatin
is waterproof.
Straight
gelatin is the equivalent
of straight
dynamite
in the
dynamite
category
and is manufactured
in weight strengths
of 20 to 90
percent
with corresponding
cartridge
strengths
of 30 to 80 percent.
The cartridge
strength
or the weight strength
may be referred
to by
of the gelatin,
a term which is conthe manufacturer
as the “grade”
fusing.
Straight
gelatin has been used in very hard rock or as a bottom
It has been replaced
in most applicacharge
in a column
of explosives.
tions by a more economical
substitute
such as ammonia
gelatin,
brit
higher
grades
are still used in underwater
blasting
and in deep well
shooting.
(2)

Straight

gelatin

has

two characteristic
3-13
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+
Weight
Strength

Table

Cartridge
Strength

~

~“

3-4.

Properties

Specific
Gravity

Confined
Velocity
fps
Blasting

ioo

i.3

90

1.3
1.4
i .4
1.5
1.5
1.6
i.7

80
70
60
55
45
35
30

::
50
40
30

72
67
60
52
45
35

1.3
i .4
i .4
1.5
1.5
1.6

Fume
Class

Cartridge
Count

Gelatin
Excellent

Poor

110

Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent

Poor
Poor
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good

105
ioi
98
95
92
88
85

Gelatin

23,000
2i,ooo
20,000
18,500
i6,500
i4,500
ii, ooo
Ammonia

80

of Gelatins

Water
Resistance

25,00026,000
Straight

90
70
60
50
40
30
20

(i)

Gelatin

20,000”
19,000
17,500
16,500
16,000
14,000

Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent

Good
Very
Very
Very
Very
Very

good
good
good
good
good

106
102
ioo
97
92
90

Very good
Very good
Good
Fair

Very
Very
Very
Very

good
good
good
good

110
118
130
150

Semigelatin
63
::
63
Note:

1.3
i .2
1.1
0.9

60
50
40
30
Values

shown

are

12,000
12,000
11,500
10,500
the averages

(i)

of several

manufacturers.

Specific
gravity
and confined
detonation
velocity
can be used
calculate
characteristic
impedance
which is useful in choosing
the
explosive
for a given rock as explained
in paragraph
6-2.
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Table

Component

3-5.

3“

Composition

-----

fuel

20.2
60.3
0.4
8.5
8.2
1.5
0.9

-----

-----

(‘)
Values
shown are
several
manufacturers.

---------

25.4
56.4
0.5
9.4
6.1
1.2
1.0

10070

-----

.----

9i. o
7.9
0.9
0.2

32.0
51.8
0.7
11.2
2.2
i .2
0.9

40.1
45.6
0.8
10.0
1.3
1.2
i.o

49.6
38.9
1.2

----

8..3
--

---

1.1
0.9

---

29.9
0.4
43.0
i3. o
8.0
3.4
0.7
1.6

35.3
0.7
33.5
20. i
7.9
--

-------

0.8
1.7

---

Gelatin

22.9
0.3
54.9
4.2
8.3
7.2
0.7
i.5

in percent

60%

Gelatin

Ammonia
Nitroglycerin
Nitrocellulose
Sodium
nitrate
Ammonium
nitrate
Carbonaceous
fuel
Sulfur
Antacid
Moisture

Strength
5070

Gelatin

Straight
Nitroglycerin
Sodium
nitrate
Nitrocellulose
Carbonaceous
Sulfur
Antacid
Moisture

72

of Gelatins

Weight
4070
—

30%
—
Blasting

Nitroglycerin
Nitrocellulose
Antacid
Moisture

(1)

il10-2-3800
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26.2
0.4’
49.6
8.0
8.0
5.6
0.8
1.4

by weight

and are

the averages

of

the confined
velocity
and a much lower velocity
which results
from insufficient
confinement,
insufficient
initiation,
or high hydrostatic,
press’ure.
Extremely
high water pressures
may cause a misfire.
To overcome
this
disadvantage,
high-velocity
gelatin has been developed.
High-velocity
gelatin
is very similar
to straight
gelatin
except that it is slightly
less
dense,
more
sensitive
to detonation,
and always
detonates
near its rated
velocity
regardless
of water pressure
or degree
of confinement.
Highvelocity
gelatin
is particularly
useful as a seismic
explosive,
and is also
used in deep well and underwater
work.
3-15
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c. Ammonia
Gelatin.
Ammonia
gelatin
(special
gelatin
or gelatin
extra)
has a portion
of the nitroglycerin
and sodium
nitrate
replaced
by
Ammonia
gelatin
is comparable
to a straight
gelaammonium
nitrate.
tin in the same way that a high-density
ammonia
dynamite
is comparable to a straight
dynamite,
and was developed
as a cheaper
substitute.
Ammonia
gelatin
is commonly
manufactured
in weight
strengths
of 30
to 80 percent
with corresponding
cartridge
strengths
of 35 to 72 percent.
Compared
with straight
gelatin,
ammonia
gelatin
has a somewhat
lower
detonation
velocity,
better
fume qualities,
and less -ter
resistance,
although
it will fire efficiently
even after standing
in water for several
days.
It is suitable
for underground
work because
of its good fume rating.
The higher
strengths
(70 percent
or higher)
are efficient
as
for blasting
agents.
primers
(para 3-8c)

❑

d. Semigelatin.
A semigelatin
is comparable
to an ammonia
gelatin as a low-density
ammonia
dynamite
is comparable
to a high-density
ammonia
d~mite.
Like low-density
extras,
semigelatin
has a uniform weight
strength
(60 to 65 percent)
with the cartridge
strength
varying
with the density
and grain size of the ingredients.
Its properties fall betieen
those of high- density
ammonia
dynamite
and ammonia
gelatin,
and it has great versatility.
Semigelatin
can be used to replace
ammonia
d~amite
when more water
resistance
is needed.
It is cheaper
for wet work than ammonia
gelatin,
although
its water
resistance
is not
quite as high as that of ammonia
gelatin.
Semigelatin
has a confined
detonation
velocity
of 10,000
to 12,000
fps, which,
b contrast
to that of
most explosives,
is not seriously
affected
by lack of confinement.
Very
good fume qualities
perxnit its use underground.
The compositions
are
similar
to ammonia
gelatin with less nitroglycerin
and so~ium
nitrate
and more ammonium
nitrate.
3-6.
Blasting
Agents
(Nitrocarbonitrate
s).
Blasting
agents
consist
of
&tures
of fuels and oxidizers,
none of which are classified
as explosive, which cannot be detonated
by a No. 8 test blasting
cap as packaged for shipment.
Nitrocarbonitrate
is a classification
given to a
blasting
agent under the U. S. Department
of Transportation
regulations
on packaging
and shipping.
A blasting
agent consists
of inorganic
nitrates
and carbonaceous
fuels and may contain additional
nonexplosive
substances
such as powdered
aluminum
or ferrosilicon
to increase
density.
The addition
of an explosive
ingredient
such as TNT (para
3-7a)
changes
the classification
from a blasting
agent to an explosive.
Blasting
agents
may be dry or in slurry
forms.
Because
of their insensitivity,
blasting
agents
should be detonated
by a primer
(para 3-8)
of high explosive.
Ammonium
nitratefuel oil (ANFO)
has largely
replaced
dynamites
and gelatins
in bench blasting.
Denser
slurry
blasting
agents
are supplanting
dynamite
and gelatin
and dry blasting
agents.

3-16
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Agents.

(i)
The most widely used dry blasting
agent is a mixture
of
ammonium
nitrate
prills
(porous
grains)
and fuel oil.
A properly
balanced ANFO
mixture
detonates
as follows:
3NH4N03

+CH2-D7H20+C02

+3N2

accurate
to
The fuel oil is not precisely
CH2, but this is sufficiently
characterize
the reaction.
The right side of the equation
contains
only
the desirable
gases
of detonation,
although
some CO and N02 are
Weight
proportions
of ingredients
for the equation
are
always
formed.
94.5 percent
ammonium
nitrate
and 5.5 percent
fuel oil.
In actual practice the proportions
are 94 percent
and 6 percent
to assure
an efficient
chemical
reaction
of the nitrate.
(2) Uniform
mixing
of oil and ammonium
nitrate
is essential
to
development
of full explosive
force.
Some blasting
agents are premixed
and packaged
by the manufacturer.
Where
not premixed,
several
methods of mixing
in the field can be employed
to achieve
uniformity.
The
best method,
although
not always
the most practical
one, is by mechanical tier.
A more common
and almost
as effective
method of mixing
is by uniformly
soaking
prills
in opened bags with 8 to i O percent
of
their weight of oil.
After
draining
for at least a half hour the prills
will have retained
about the correct
amount of fuel oil.
(3) Fuel oil can also be poured onto the ammonium
nitrate
in
approximately
the correct
proportions
as it is poured into the blasthole.
For this purpose,
about i gal of fuel oil for each 100 lb of ammonium
nitrate will equal approximately
6 percent
by weight of oil.
The oil can
be added after each bag or two of prills,
and it will disperse
relatively
rapidly
and uniformly.
(4) Inadequate
priming
imparts
a low initial detonation
velocity
to
a blasting
agent, and the reaction
may die out and cause a misfire.
High explosive
boosters
are sometimes
spaced along the borehole
to
as sure propagation
throughout
the column.
In charge
diameters
of 6 in.
or more,
dry blasting
agents
attain confined
detonation
velocities
of
more than i2,000
fps, but in a diameter
of 1- 1/2 in., the velocity
is
reduced
to 60 percent
(Table
3-6).
(5) Advantages
of insensitive
dry blasting
agents are their safety,
In the free-flowing
form,
they have a
ease of loading,
and low price.
great advantage
over cartridge
explosives
because
they completely
fill
3-i7
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Table
.,

Borehole

Diameter
in.

i- 1/2
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9“
io
Ii
i2

.

3-6.
Confined
Detonation
Velocity.
Charge
Concentration
of ANFO

Confined

Velocity
fps

and

Charge

(1)

Concentration
lb/ft
of
Borehole
0.60.7
1.11.3
2.53.0
4.45.2
6.98.2
9.9-ii.7
13.3 -15.8
i7.6-20.8
22.0 -26.8
27.2 -32.6
33.0 -39.4
39.6 -46.8

7,0009,000
8,5009,900
i0,00010,800
li,000-li,800
ii,500-i2,500
i2,000-i2,800
i2,300-i3,
iO0
12,500 -i3,300
i2,80013,500
i3,000-i3,500
i3,200-i3,500
i3,300-i3,500

(i)

Confined
detonation
velocity
can be used to calculate
characteristic
impedance
which is useful in choosing
the explosive
for a given rock as
explained
in paragraph
6-2.
the borehole.
This direct
coupling
to the walls
assures
efficient
use of
Ammonium
nitrate
is water
soluble
so that in wet
explosive
energy.
holes,
some blasters
pump the water from the hole, insert
a plastic
sleeve,
and load the blasting
agent into the sleeve.
Special
precautions
should be taken to avoid a possible
building
up of static electrical
charge,
particularly
when loading
pneumatically.
When properly
oxygen- balanced,
the fume qualities
of dry blasting
agents
permit
their use underground.
Canned blasting
agents,
once widely used, have unlimited
water
resistance, but lack advantages
of loading
ease and direct
coupling
to the
borehole.
(6) The specific
gravity
of ANFO
varies
from 0.75 to 0.95 depending
Table
3-6 shows how confined
detonaon the particle
density
and sizes.
tion velocity
and charge
concentration
of ANFO vary with borehole
diame t er.
Pneumatic
loading
results
in high detonation
velocities
and higher
charge
concentrations,
particularly
in holes
smaller
than 3 in. (otherwise
such small
holes are not usually
recommended
for ANFO
blasting).
b.
(1)

Slurries.
Slurries,

sometimes

called
3-18
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nitrate
partly in aqueous
solution.
Depending
on the remainder
of the
ingredients,
slurries
can be classified
as either blasting
agents
or
explosives.
Slurry blasting
agents
contain nonexplosive
sensitizers
or
fuels such as carbon,
sulfur,
or aluminum,
and are not cap sensitive;
whereas
slurry
explosives
contain cap- sensitive
ingredients
such as
TNT and the mixture
itself
may be cap sensitive.
Slurries
are thickened and gelled with a gum, such as guar gum, to give considerable
water resistance.
(2) Since most slurries
are not cap sensitive,
all slurries,
even
those containing
TNT,
are often grouped
under the term blasting
agent.
This grouping
is incorrect.
A blasting
agent, as defined by the National
Fire Protection
Association,
shall contain
no ingredient
that is classified as an explosive.
(3) Slurry
blasting
agents
require
adequate
priming
with a highvelocity
explosive
to attain proper
detonation
velocities,
and often
r“equire boosters
of high explosive
spaced along the borehole
to as sure
complete
detonation.
Slurry
explosives
may or may not require
priming.
The detonation
velocities
of slurries,
between
i2,000
and
18,000
fps, vary with ingredients
used, charge
diameter,
degree
of confinement,
and density.
The detonation
velocity
of a slurry,
however,
is
not as dependent
on charge
diameter
as that of a dry blasting
agent.
The specific
gratity
varies
from I.i to i.6.
The consistency
of most
slurries
ranges
from fluid near iOOO F to rigid at freezing
temperatures,
although
some slurries
maintain
their fluidity
even at freezing
temperatures.
Slurries
consequently
give the same advantageous
direct
borehole
coupling
as dry blasting
agents as well as a higher
detonation
velocity
and a higher density.
Thus, more energy
can be
loaded into a given volume
of borehole.
Saving in costs
realized
by
drilling
smaller
holes or using larger
burden and spacing
(see definitions in para 5-2a)
will often more than offset the higher cost per pound
of explosive.
Adding powdered
aluminum
as a sensitizer
to slurries
greatly
increases
the heat of explosion
or the energy
release.
Aluminized slurries
have been used in extremely
hard rock with excellent
results.
(4) A slurry
and a dry blasting
agent may be used in the same
borehole
in “slurry
boosting,
” with the buk of the charge
being dry
blasting
agent.
Boosters
placed at regular
intervals
may improve
fragmentation.
In another
application
of slurry
boosting,
the slurry
is placed in a position
where fragmentation
is difficult,
such as a hard
toe or a zone of hard rock in the burden.
The combination
will often
give better
overall
economy
than straight
slurry
or dry blasting
agent.
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3-7.

Other

Explosives.

/

a. TNT.
Trinitrotoluene,
C7H5N306
(TNT),
is a stable,
capsensitive
compo[lnd
(not extremely
sensitive)
that has excellent
water
resistance.
Cast TNT has a specific
gravity
of 1.56 and a confined
detonation
velocity
of about 22,000
fps, and is used as a primer
and
booster
for blasting
agents.
It is also used in the pelletized
form where
a free-running
explosive
with high density
and good water resistance
is
needed.
One of the principal
uses of TNT at present
is as a sensitizer
for slurries.
C5H8N4012
(PET N), has
b. PETN.
Pentaerythritol
tetranitrate,
a specific
gravity
of solids
of 1.76 and a confined
detonation
velocity
of
over 25,000
fps.
PETN
is used as a priming
composition
in detonators,
a base charge
in blasting
caps,
and a core load for detonating
fuse
(para 3-8 b).

m

Pentolite
is a mixture
of equal parts of TNT and
Pentolite.
c.
PETN.
When cast, it has a specific
gratity
of i .65 and a confined
detonation velocity
of 24,000
to 25,000
fps.
Cast pentolite
is used as a
primer
and booster
for blasting
agents where its high detonation
pres s~lre ass~lres
efficient
initiatio~
of the blasting
agen~.
d. RDX.
Cyclotrimethylenetrinitramine,
C3H6N606
(RDX),
is
second
in strength
to nitroglycerin
among common
explosive
substances.
When compressed
to a specific
gravity
of 1.70, it has a confined
detonation velocity
of about 27,000
fps.
RDX is the primary
ingredient
in
the explosive
mixtures
C-3,
C-4,
and Composition
B.
RDX is used as
the base charge
for some detonators.
e. Composition
B. Composition
of RDX and TNT
B is a mtiture
with aboul i percent
wax added.
Cast Composition
B has a specific
gravity
of 1.65 and a detonation
velocity
of ‘about 25,000
fps a-rid is llsed
as a primer
and booster
for blasting
agents.
f. Permissible
Explosives.
A permissible
explosive
is one designed
for use where explosive
gases
and dusts may be encountered
such
as in coal mines.
They must be properly
oxygen-balanced
to pass the
test for poisonous
fumes.
Sodium
chloride
or some other flame depressant is us(ia]ly
added to the explosive
to lower its heat of explosion
and
minimize
the chance of ignition
of gas or coal dust.
Black Powder.
On CE projects
the use of black powder
(for
g.
composition,
see Table
3- i) is prohibited
except
specially
formulated
black powders,
commonly
containing
additional
ine-rt ingr-edients,
used
as the core load of safety
fuse.
These
powders
are finely ground and
3-20
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,,
of burning.

and Primers.

BlastinR

Caps.

(i)
Electric
blasting
caps, the most commonly
used initiating
device,
may be inserted
directly
into the explosive
cartridge
or used with
detonating
fuse (Fig. 3- 6). An electric
blasting
cap consists
of *O
insulated
leg wires
inserted
in an insulated
metal capsule
and connected
by
a thin-filament
bridge tire.
When sufficient
current
is applied
through
the leg wires,
the bridge wire gives off heat energy and ignites
a flash
The explosion
of the flash charge
charge
of heat- sensitive
explosive.
detonates
a primer
charge,
which in turn detonates
a base charge
of
powerful
explosive
such as PETN
or RDX.
In some caps the flash and
primer
charges
are combined.
The base charge
of the cap detonates
with
sufficient
force to initiate
a cap- sensitive
explosive
or detonating
fuse.
LEG

OLASTIMG

WIRES
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CAP
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(2)

Advantages

of electric

blasting

caps

include

safety

in handling,

variety of delay periods a~ilable,
and choice of exact ‘time of detonation. Noise and potential public relations problems are reduced by
cap instead
of using
initiating the charge in the borehole with a blasting
trunk lines and down lines of detonating
fuse.
Care should be used to
avoid stray,
induced electric
currents
or those caused
by lightning
or
radio frequency
energy
(see para i- 3).
Manufacturer’s
data should be
consulted
for current
requirements.
Because
of variation
from brand
to brand, mixing
brands
of caps in a round should not be done.
(3) A delay element
of explosive
in a delay
and the primer
charge

is placed

between

the bridge

electric cap. The delay element
is accurately
calibrated to give a specified time lapse between the appli=
Two series of delays are
cation of electric current and the detonation.
available:
short or millisecond
delays, with delay increments
of 25
msec in the lower range and 50 msec in the upper range; and longer de-

wire

lays,
often called
slow delays,
with delay increments
of 0.5 and i sec.
Where
maximum
fragmentation
is desired,
millisecond
delays
are used
to produce
good breakage
and reduce
airblast
and ground vibrations.
used underground where they provide time
Slow delays
are primarily

for rock movement be~een
delays.
Longer delays are likely to result
in coarser fragmentation
than that obtained with minis econd delays.
(4) The cap and fuse is another system of initiating explosives.
A fuse cap is a small tube, closed at one end, which contains a heatsensitive primer charge plus a base charge such as PETN.
The cap
has an open space above the primer charge into which the safety fuse
is inserted (Fig. 3-7).
The safety fuse consists of a core of potassium
nitrate black powder enclosed in a covering of textile and waterproofing compound.
The several types of fuses vary in water resistance
and
flexibility.
Most burn at 40 seconds per foot (spf), but some burn at
30 spf. The safety fuse is butted to the charge in the cap and crimped
to form a tight bond. Cap and fuse systems,
used primarily
underground
where rotational firing is necessary,
can give an unlimited number of
slow delay intervals.
The caps are more dangerous to handle than
electric caps because the highly sensitive “explosive charge is exposed.
%gh
Mishandling of the fuse can cau-se a change in the burning- rate.
degree of confinement increases
the burning rate; high altitude
decreases
the burning rate.
Rates should always be determined at the
site.
b.

Detonating

Fuse.

(i) A detonating fuse, also called detonating cord, consists of a
core of high explosive,
usually PETN, within a waterproof plastic sheath
enclosed in a reinforcing
cover.
Reinforcing
covers come in a ~riety
3-22
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Safety fuse and cap
(modified from Du Pont8)

Fig.

of types and tensile
strengths
suitable
for different
blasting
conditions
Detonating
fuses with core loadings
ranging
from i to 400 grains
per
foot (gr/ft)
of PETN
are available
with 25- and 50- gr/ft
loads most
commonly
used.
All grades
can be detonated
with a blasting
cap and
have a detonation
velocity
of approximately
2i ,000 fps.
(2) The marked
insensitivity
to external
shock and friction
makes
a detonating
fuse ideal for both down lines and trunk lines for primary
blasting.
Since the blasting
cap need not be connected
into the circuit
un”til just prior to the time of firing,
most of the hazard
of premature
detonation
is eliminated.
Detonating
fuses with loads of 25 or 50 gr/ft
will detonate
any cap- sensitive
explosive
and are very useful when
blasting
with deck charges
(para 5-2c)
or when using multiple
boosters
A detonating
fuse with a core loading
of 50 gr/ft
with blasting
agents.
will not detonate
a blasting
agent.

(3) Detonating fuses have wide application in underwater work,
but the ends of the detonating fuse should be protected from water.
PETN till slowly absorb water and as a result become insensitive
to
Even when damp, however, a detonating fuse will detonate
initiation.
if initiated on a dry end.
(4) Millisecond
delay connectors
are available
for use with detoEach connector
consists
of a delay element
with a length
nating fuses.
of detonating
fuse connected
to each end.
The connectors
are tied

3-23
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between two ends of the detonating fuse in the trunk line and permit
use of an unlimited number of delay periods (Fig. 3-8).
Delay connectors are commonly available in periods of 5 ~ 9 ~ and i7 msec.

MSEC

the

DELAYCONNECTOR

x x x xx
OETOMATING

a.

LINE

TRuNK

CORO

CONNECTOR

MSEC

~

Fig.

3-8.

ASSEMBLY

CONNECTOR

SQUARE

b. CONNECTOR

TAILS

TRUNK

LINE

KNOTS

TIED INTO TRUNK LINE

Millisecond

delay connectors

(5) A detonating fuse with a core load of i to 5 gr/ft of PETN,
known as low-energy
detonating cord (LEDC), has two principal uses.
The first is where airblast from a trunk line presents a problem.
LEDC produces tirtually
no airblast.
The second use is as a down line
where center or bottom initiation is desired.
Since LEDC will not
detonate commercial
cap- sensitive explosives,
it must be used in conjunction with special co=ectors
and biasting caps.
This system requi:es the exercise
of extreme care to prevent misfires.
c.
(i)

Primers

and Boosters.

A primer

is a cartridge
of explosive
used in conjunction with
fuse to initiate
the detonation
of a blasting
agent.
Primers
are necessary
in using blasting
agents
in order to attain high
detonation
pressure
and temperature
rapidly
and thereby
to increase
efficiency
of the main detonation.
Three
characteristics
of an efficient
primer
are high detonation
pressure,
adequate
size,
and high detonation
used.
velocity.
High velocity,
high strength
dynamite
is commonly

a cap or detonating

(2) A booster
of the detonation.

has no cap or fuse and merely

3-24
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DRILLING

Introduction.

a.
conditions,
equipment
capability

Factors
in selecting
a drilling
method
include
rock type, site
scale of operations,
hole diameter,
hole depth, and labor and
~osts.
Factors
in predicting
drilling
rates include machine
type of bit, flushing,
and rock type.
and operations,

b. The basic purpose
of drill holes in construction
is for emplacement of explosives.
The use of these same holes and cuttings
removed
from them in modifying
and updating
the knowledge
of the project’s
subsurface
conditions,
however,
should not be overlooked.
The sources
of
some of the data in this chapter
are references
5 and 9.
4-2.

Principles

of Drillin~.

a. The common
drill systems
in use today are rotary,
percussive,
and rotary-percussive
systems.
Each is distinguished
by its method
of
attack on the rock.
A fourth system,
jet-piercing,
is used in the mining
industry
but has not yet become
a standard
method
in civil excavation
and will not be discussed
further.
b. Drill bits may be classified
by the shape of the cutting
surface
as conical,
hemispherical,
pyramidal,
and prismatic.
Applied
forces
transmitted
to the rock through the bit are concentrated
in the area of
contact.
The stresses
at the contact
and underneath
break the rock.
Experiments
simulating
the cutting actions
of percussive
and rotary
crushing,
drill bits indicate
that rock fails in three distinct
modes:
chipping,
and spalling
(Fig. 4- 1).
Crushing
and chipping
are essentially
static processes
whereas
spalling
is caused
by stress
waves. 2 Stresses
Crushing
appar under a chisel
bit are essentially
compress
ional. ‘0
ently results
from failure
of rock in a state of triaxial
compres
sion;
chipping
is due to fractures
propagating
from the vicinity
of the crushed
zone.
Because
of their significant
~~fects
on compressive
strength
of
rock in general,
the quartz
content
and the porosity12
(Figs.
4-2 and
4-3)
are useful
parameters
for estimating
drillability.
c. Analysis
of the mechanics
of drilling
systems
reveals
limitations of each and indicates
the most promising
system
for a specific
a rock with a high compressive
strength,
type of rock.
For example,
regardless
of its abrasiveness,
is likely to respond
well to the crushingchipping
action of a percussive
bit.
On the other hand, a relatively
weakly
bonded rock may not respond
much better to percussive
action,
but will give good performance
for a wear-resistant
rotary
drag bit
(pa=a 4-3c).
A rule of thumb for choosing
drilling
methods
in different
4-1
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$
rocks is shown iq, Table 4-i.
A tendency for manufacturers
to improve
their machines and bits may allow each system to drill slightly more
resistant rock than shown.

Table

4-1.

Recommended
Drilling Systems
of Different Strengthss

System

soft

Rotary-drag
bit
Rotary- roller bit
Rotary- diamond bit
Percussive
Rotary-percussive

z
x
x
x

for Rock

Resistance
of Rock to Penetration
Medium
Hard
Very Hard
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x

4-3.
Rotary Drills.
The rotary drill (Fig. 4-4) imparts two basic
actions through the bit into the rock:
axial thrust and torque.
Each
machine has an optimum axial thrust interrelated
with the available
torque for a ~um
penetration rate in a specific rock.
Operating
below the optimum thrust results in a decrease
in penetration rate and
may impart a polishing or grinding action.
Operating above the optimum thrust requires high torque and tends to stall the machine.
Rotary.
drills have higher torque than either percussive
or rotary-percussive
drills and require high sustained thrust.
Rotary drills can be distinguished on the basis of the bit type. These are roller bits, diamond
bits, and drag bits.
a.

Roller

Bits.

Roller
bits penetrate
the rock mainly
cutters usually of sintered
have conical

by crushing

tungsten
carbide that revolve around axles attached to the bit body. When the
load is applied, the cutters roll on the bottom of the hole as the drill
stem is rotated.
Fig. 4-5 illustrates
rock bits used for soft, medium,
hard, and very hard formations.
Roller bits are readily available in
sizes ranging from 3 to 26 in. in diameter.
and chipping.

They

b. Diamond Bits.
Diamond bits include those which cut full holes
(plug bits) and those which take a core.
In drilling with diamond bits,
the hole is advanced by abrasive scratching and plowing action.
The
bit is generally cylindrical
in shape with diamonds set in the contact
area (Fig. 4-6).
Arrangement
and size of diamonds and location of
water-flushing
channel are determined by the rock to be drilled.
4-4
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bit)

Diamond bits require greater rotation speed but less bit pressure
than
roller bits.
Blasthole drilling with diamond bits is limited in exca-tion work by the high bit cost, and most blastholes
smaller than 3 in.
(minimum size of roller bits) are drilled with percussive
bits. Smalldiameter diamond bits have been used extensively in the mining industry for blastholes,
and therefore their possible use in citil projects
should not be overlooked.
c. Drag Bits.
Drag bits are designed with two or more blades as
shown in Fig. 4-7.
These blades are faced with sintered tungsten carbide inserts or have tungsten carbide interspersed
throughout a matrix.
Drag bits range in size from i to 26 in. and are used primarily
in
relatively
soft rocks such as clay- shales.
d. Power Augers.
Power augers are used in soft
speed up the removal of cuttings.
The bit consists of a
continues up the shaft as a spiral.
Cuttings move away
tom of the hole along this spiral.
A wide range of hole
4-5
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SOFT

ROCK

BIT

-FOR

MEDIUM

CLAY,

SHALE,
SALT,
GYPSUM,
CHALK,
AN HYORITE,
AND MEDIUM
LIME

ROCK

BIT

- FOR

STONE,
DOLOMITE,
AND AN HYDRITE.

LIME-

HARD

SHALE,

ROCK.

HARD

ROCK

BIT

-

FOR

QUART
ZITE.
DOLOMITE.
SILICEOUS
CARBONATE

Fig. 4-5.

CHERT,

vERY

ANO
ROCK.

HARD

ROCK

CHERT,
QUA RTZITE,
AND eASALT.

Roller bits used in quarrying
different hardness9
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BIT

diamond bits (3 in. or smal.ler)9

.

Fig. 4-7.
Drag bits.
Bits of this general
type are available
in sizes
from 1through 26-in.
diameters
and are used
to drill soft formations
4-7
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available but hole, depths do not usually exceed iOO ft. Although some
power augers can theoretically
be utilized in the same rocks as those
drilled with drag bits, their principal use has been in very soft rocks
or in soil.
4-4.

Percussive

Drills.

a. Percussive
drills penetrate rock through the action of an impulsive blow thqough a chisel or wedge-shaped
bit. Repeated application of large force of short duration crushes or fractuzes
rock when
Torque, rotational speed, and
the blow energy is of adequate magnitude.
thrust requirements
are significantly
lower for percussive
systems
than
they are for rotary or rotary-percussive
systems.
Penetration
rates in
percussive
drilling are proportional
to the rate at which energy is supplied by the reciprocating
piston.
Q
b. Percussive
machines include churn drills,
surface hammer
drills, down-the-hole
hammer drills, and fibratory
drills.
Surface hammer drills are those in which the hammer remains at the surface.
Down-the-hole
drills are those in which the hammer is near the bit
within the hole.
They are generally used for larger holes.
Vibratory
drills, still in the development
stage, use a mechanical,
electrical,
or fluid- driven transducer
to deliver a high- frequency,
periodic force
to the bit.
c. Fig. 4-8 shows a small hammer drill.
Several of me more
common hammer bits and accompanying
steel assemblies
are shown
in Figs. 4-9 and 4- iO. Each bit holds replaceable
tungsten carbide inserts.
The bits are generally
separate units detachable from drill steel.
Hammer drills are capable of holes from i- i/2 to 5 in. in diameter.
Hammer drills are extensively
used for blasthole drilling.
The most
commonly used types and their general characteristics
are detailed
below.
d. Jackhammers
are hand-held,
air- or gasoline-driven
tools
weighing from 37 to 57 lb. Air-driven
models require between 60 and 80
cubic feet per minute (cfm) of air. Hole sizes range from i- 1/2 to 2 in.,
although larger drill bits are sometimes
utilized in very soft rock.
Jackhammers
typically drill holes from 2 to 8 ft in depth and are seldom used to drill blastholes
over 10 ft in depth. Stopers and drifters
are larger hammer drills and were used originally in underground
excavations.

e. Wagon drills (usually mounted on rubber-tired
wagons) have in
the past been one of the more useful tools for rock excavations
(Fig. 4-ii).
Today, however, they are being replaced to a considerable
4-8
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SHIM

Fig. 4-9.
Bits and steel
assembly
for surface hammer drills
(figures
show
drive- on and threaded
connections)9

TYPICAL ROCK
KiRILL BITS

ROTARY
PERCUSSION
01T

(

)

TYPICAL STEEL AND
SIT ASSEMBLY

Fig. 4-i O. Bits
for down- the- hole
hammer
dril19
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,.
degree by heavier,crawler
drills.
Wagon drills utilize
1- l/4-in.
drilling steel, and bits range from f-3/4 to 3 in. in diameter.
They are most
effective
at depths of less than
20 ft. They require
between 275
and 300 cfm of air and, thus, can
conveniently
be paired with a
600-cfm compressor.
1
f. A single wagon drill
can drill from 200 to 400 ft of
hole in a 9-hr shift.
The rate
may be less in very hard rock
such as granite.
Considered
another way, a single wagon
drill can make blastholes
to pro---------- - -=
------------- --- C“.
duce be~een
500 and 1,500 cu
.
~----d
--=
yd of rock per shift, depending
L
u --.
on the formation
properties.
At this average
rate a contractor would need three wagon
drills to stay ahead of a 2- or
2- 1/2- yd shovel.
-k-.

,

)

drills
(Fig.
g“ Crawler
\
4- 12) have become tidely
used
tools” in engineering
exca-vation
Fig. 4-ii.
Wagon dri119
and have largely
replaced
the
wagon drill.
They are heavier
units capable of drilling
holes between 2- i/2 and 5 in. in diameter
at
any angle in all t~es
of rock.
These machines
require
about 50 percent
more air, i.e. i50 cfm more than a wagon drill for a total of 450 cfm.
Hole depths of 40 ft are routine and in some cases holes 100 ft in depth
are put down svith heavy models.
Crawler
drills
can produce blastholes
resulting
in as much as *O to three times more blasted rock per shift
than wagon drills.
h. The churn drill penetrates
by repeatedly
raising and dropping
a hea~
chisel- shaped bit (Fig. 4-i3)
and tool string at the end of a cable.
The cuttings suspended in mud in the hole are periodically
removed
with
a bailer.
Churn drills are seldom used today in construction.
4-5.

bit.
ing,

Rotary

-Percussive

Drills.

a. Rotary-percussive
drills
impart three actions through the drill
These are (a) axial thrust, of lower magnitude
than in rotary drill(b) torque of lower magnitude
than in rotary drilling
but higher than
4-i4
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Fig. 4-12.
Crawler
drill capable of drilling
holes from
4-3/4 to 3 in. in diameter.
Insets show setuD for variOuS hole inclinations
‘
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in percussive
drilling,
and (c) impact.
Some drills hav,e a rotation
mechanism
that is actuated by the impact mechanism;
whereas
others
have a separate
motor to achieve
rotation.
The mechanism
of rock
failure
may be considered
as a combination
of the rotary and percussive mechanisms.
b. Drill bits such as those shown in Fig. 4-i4 have been successfully used to drill deep blastholes
from 4 to 9 in. in diameter.
Conventional drill steel is used with down- the-hole
drills,
and since cuttings
are removed
up the annulus by air pressure,
an air return velocity
of
around 50 fps is required.
This velocity
can be obtained with air supplies of around 15 cfm per in. of hole diameter
in blastholes
of
moderate
depth.
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CWPTER,5.
5-1.

BASIC

SURFACE

BMTING

TECHNIQUES

Introduction.

a. Rock blasting may be conducted for removal
of rock, for control of excavated
rock surfaces,
and for control of blasted rock sizes.
One project
may require
all types of blasting.
For example,
the construction
of a large dam often requires
removal
of millions
of cubic
yards of overburden
and rock, some of which may be wasted but much
of which must be used for fill, riprap, and aggregate.
Foundations,
penstocks,
and spillway walls should be excavated
with controlled
blasting
to leave competent
final surfaces.
b. This chapter describes
preferred
blasting techniques
used for
surface
excavations.
Information
was obtained from CE District
offices
and projects
supplemented
in
less familiar
procedures
by references
8 and 14.
●
●
e
●
●
5-2.

Blasting
a.

Hole

Patterns.
Arrays.

(1) Hole array is the arrangement
of blastholes
both in plan and section.
The basic blasthole
arrays
in plan are
single-row,
square, rectangular,
and
staggered
arrays
(Fig. 5- i).
Irregular
arrays
have also been used to take in
irregular
areas at the edge of a regular array.
The term “spacing”
denotes the lateral
distance
on centers
between holes in a row.
The “burden”
is the distance
from a single row to
the face of the excavation,
or betieen
rows in the usual case where rows are
fired in sequence.
(2) Blasthole
arrays
in profile
have characteristic
hole depths and
inclination.
Fig. 5-2 shows how this
geometry
can vary.
Deep and shallow
holes are sometimes
alternated
to
achieve
particular
results.
Arrays
using single holes are also used
(Fig. 5-3).
5-i
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b. Delay Pat~erns.
The order of firing charges
in a round is
determined
by the delay sequence , which is regulated
by either a delay
electric
blasting cap or a delay detonating
cord connector
(Chapter
3).
By varying
delays single-row,-square,
and staggered
patterns
can be
modified
as an aid in achieving
fragmentation,
throw, rock removal,
or
vibration
control.
Fig. 5-4 illustrates
some possible
delay patterns.

EOGE OF BENCH

.
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/

b.

o.

EDGE OF BE NCI-I

EDGE OF BENCH
/

\ \
5.
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+-- /’

●

s

c.

Fig. 5-4. Some possible
delay patterns:
a-c, with electric
delays; d, with detonating
cord connectors.
x indicates
position of
detonating
cord delay connector.
Numbers
indicate firing order
c.

Arrangement

of Charge

in Hole.

(1) Blasting
agents and explosives
may be placed in the hole in
solid columns or in decked columns,
i.e. with segments
of the charges
separated
by stemming.
Free-running
ANFO is poured into the hole on
top of a primer.
Additional
primers
are commonly
placed in the
column at 10- to 20-ft intervals.
The charge is detonated with either
electric
caps inserted
in each primer
or with detonating
cord down line
tied in contact with each primer.
In large holes the charge may be
efficiently
detonated by initiating
only the bottom primer
with detonating cord or blasting
cap. Waterprod
explosives
or slurry blasting
5-3
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agents must fill
is loaded.

the wet portion

of a hole

before

the free-running
,

ANFO

(2) Cartridged
explosives
are decked or threaded
on a detonating
cord down line and each cartridge
is initiated
by direct contact with the
Presplit
charges
(para 5-4a) are string
down line or by blasting
caps.
loaded or joined continuously
in special long cartridges.
(3) Powder
factor is the widely used term for the pounds of explosive necessary
to blast a cubic yard (or ton) of rock.
This simple ratio
provides
an approximation
of the relative
size of the charge in a hole or
those in a round.
5-3.

General

Rock

Removal.

The most common method of production
a. Bench Blasting.
blasting
in quarrfing
and construction
excavation
is bench blasting.
It
involves
inclined,
vertical,
or horizontal
blastholes
drilled
in singleor multiple- row patterns
to depths ranging from a few feet to i 00 ft or
more depending
on the desired
bench height.
Where the excavation
is
shallow,
i.e. less than about 20 ft in height, one level may suffice.
In
deep excavations,
a series
of low benches,
offset from level to level,
are recommended
for operational
convenience.
Bench height is often
two to five times the burden and the ratio of burden to spacing is often
1:1.25 to 1:2.0.
(i)

Spacing

and Burden.

(a) High quarry benches are usually blasted with large-diameter
charges
and large hole spacing.
The rectangular
array, with spacing
between the holes greater
than the burden, is considered
most effecCommon patterns
for 5- to 6-i/2-in.
holes in limestone
are
tive here.
i4 by 20 ft (burden versus
spacing) for 30- to 50-ft faces, and 16 by
24 ft for 50- to 70-ft faces.
(b) Lower
benches, up to 40 ft, are commonly
drilled
with smalldiameter
holes (up to 4 in.), on a staggered
or square delay pattern,
low benches are often blasted in
from 6 by 6 ft to 12 by i2 ft. Narrow
a rectangular
array of 4 by iO ft to 6 by 9 ft depending
on the rock
type, borehole
diameter,
and explosive
density.
(c) Some blasters
between 20 and 40 times
(d) Another
method
benches is the trapezoidal

use a rule of thumb that the burden
the drill-hole
diameter.

should

be

of developing
side and through cuts and
array i5 in which holes fan out from bottom
5-4
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.,

to top toward the sides of the cut (Fig. 5-5).
This narrowing
at the
bottom gives an advantageous
concentration
of explosives
at the toe. A
disadvantage
of this method is that the direction
of each hole in a row
is different
and difficult
to obtain.
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b. SECTION[ENO)

c. SECTION(SIOE)
(Courtesy

Fig.

5-5.

Trapezoidal

blasting

pattern

of Mining

(after

& Minerals

Engineering)

Babicf5)

(2) Advantages
of Inclined
Blastholes.
Most bench blastholes
are
drilled vertically.
However,
blastholes
inclined as low as 45 de~ and
paralleling
the free face apparently
use blast energy more effec~ively.
Fig. 5-6 indicates
the region of reflected
tension waves is larger
in
inclined holes.
Greater
reflected
blast energy results
in more efficient
fragmenting
of the rock.
In addition,
the sloping bench face allows
better displacement
of the muck pile.
Angles more than 30 deg from
vertical
are seldom used because of excessive
drill bit wear and
5-5
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CHARGE

of

Colorado

School

of

Mines)

Fig. 5-6. Shock-wave
propagation
through rock generated by detonation
of toe charge (after Kochanowskyi6)
difficulty
in loading.
Although further
is necessary,
the following
advantages

face

(a) Increase
in burden
is not vertical).

(b) Loading
at the toe.

factor

testing on use of inclined
have been proposed:

with depth is avoided

may be reduced

because

(c) Angle of breakage
at the bottom
to break and loosen the rock (Fig. 5-6).
(d) Previous
muck piles are
freedom
of movement
(Fig. 5-7).
Despite
properly

(assuming

removed

their advantages
inclined
drill holes
from an irregular
ground surface.

easily

are

bench

of reduced

is greater,

resistance

making

because

more

holes

it easier

of more

difficult

to aline

(3) Lifters
and Snake Holes.
Rough terrain
or loose overburden
may prohibit drilling
the bench from the top. In such cases lifters,
nearly horizontal
blasthole
charges,
may be used instead.
Snake holes
are similar
to lifters
except that they are always located at the toe of
the slope.
They should be inclined
slightly
downward
(Fig. 5- 8). They
may also be supplemented
above with rows of lifters
inclined 20 to
30 deg upward from horizontal.
The pattern is commonly
fired in
5-6
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sequence,
starti~
at the top. High quarry faces (75 ft and more) have
been successfully
blasted using a combination
of snake holes and vertiLifters
and snake holes are not commonly
employed
in
cal holes.
structural
excavation
as their use generally
requires
that previously
blasted rock be excavated
before drilling
can commence
for subsequent
rounds.
Snake holes may produce excessive
flyrock,
and if they are
drilled
on an incline to below the final grade-line
tolerance,
the final
rock surface
is damaged.
(4) Varying
Topography.

the Hole

Array

to Fit

Natural

(a) Benches may be designed
and carried
one face so that simple blasting
patterns
can be
rock.
Fig. 5-9 shows a typical bench cut to two
with one delay per row.
The direction
of throw
be controlled
by varying
the delay pattern (Fig.

and Excavation

forth with more than
used to remove
the
free faces and fired
of the blasted rock can
5-9a).
The rock will

/
EOGE

OF

,/

/

/

/’BENCH

/

/
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/

j
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●
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03

/

l
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5-9.

6

5

(b)

(o)

Fig.

7

Varying
the direction
of throw (arrows)
arrangement
of delays (numbers)

by

.

move forward
normal to the rows of holes.
If the holes were fired in
oblique rows (Fig. 5- 9b) from right to left, however,
the rock mass
would be thrown to the right during blasting.
(b) The relations
of delay systems
to the drill-hole
pattern should
be considered
an integral
part of the blast pattern.
Because of the
change in direction
of free faces toward which the rows will fire, the
burden is decreased
and spacing increased
and the pattern is changed
from square to staggered.
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(c) Excavations
can be opened by plow or deep “V”
cuts where an
The cut is then enlarged
in one of several
bench
initial cut is lacking.
Fig. 5-10 shows a multiple-row
round designed
to open an excalevels.
vation such as a foundation, wide
bench, or road cut. Fig. 5-ii
shows an elongated
quarry blast
pattern opened in the center and
progressing
toward each end by
means of delays.
This method
SLOPE 2: I
may be used in deep through
cuts 100 to 300 ft wide at the
top. Where the cut becomes
narrow,
it may be worked from
the center row outiard
toward
the sides, as shown in Fig. 5-i2.
(d) The depth of each lift or
bench is usually about 10 to 30 ft
with shallower
depths considerably more efficient.
With large
or inclined holes the benches may
be 50 ft or more in height but this
should not be considered
in
Bench
structural
excavation.
heights in cuts through hilly topography change continuously
and
burden and spacing must be modified accordingly.
In Fig. 5- i3 all
holes bottom near the lower limit
of intended breakage,
but spacing,
burden, and hole depth increase
uphill to comply with the irregular ground surface.

“u

SUCCEEDING
FIRED

9

ROWS OF?

~LES

i

(Courtesy

Almqvist

& Wiksell

F;rlai

AB)

Multiple- row round
Fig. 5-10.
including a V- cut opening.
Rock
in delay areas 1-4 is removed
first to establish
the free face
(after Langefors
and Kihlstr~m14)

EACH

MILLISECONDSAPART

\

12*LE
OPENING
CUT FIREIY
SIMULTANEOUSLY
Copyritht
and

Fig. 5-ii.
Illustrates

of

Mining

1969

by

Journal.

McGraw-Hill,
November

inc.

(EnKineerinz

1964)

600 by 100 by 48 ft.
Large quarry blast pattern measuring
was done
how a single round accomplished
what normally
in 15 shotsi7
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Fig. 5-i3.
Distribution
of inclined holes for a road cut in
uneven topography.
Regular
hole array distorted
to fit
topography
(modified
from Langefors
and Kihlstr6m14)
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(5)

Charge

Distribution.

should contain an optimum distribu(a) Rounds in bench blasting
tion and weight of explosive.
The-bottom
few feet of the hole is usually
loaded heavily with a dense, high-velocity
explosive
such as gelatin
dynamite in order to pull the toe. The amount can be decreased
if
inclined holes are used.
(b) In dry holes, where a waterproof
explosive
is not necessary,
free-running
blasting agents can be used for the entire charge column
if primed heavily at the bottom with a dense, high-velocity
explosive.
(c) Table 5-i gives charge concentrations
for various
hole
diameters
in bench blasting.
Fig. 5-14 illustrates
the loading of a t~ical inclined bench hole.
The interval
above the charge reduces
excessive shatter of rock at the topi8 and normally
can be decreased
in
smaller
diameter
holes.
It is stemmed
to retain gases and reduce
noise and flyrock.
(i)
Charge Concentration
of Inclined Holes
for
Bench Blasting
for Fragmentation
with Respect
Burdens and Hole Diameters
(Modified
from
14)
Langefors
and Kihlstr6m
of Almqvist
& Wiksell
F;rlag
AB)
- (Courtesy
Total BotConcentration
Concentration
Max
of Bottom Charge
tom ‘Charge
of Column Charge
Burden
lb
ft
lb/ft
lb/ft

Table 5-1.
Single-Row
to Various

Hole
Diameter
in.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

0.42
4.7
3.8
6.7
10.5
15

3.8
7.8
ii.5
15.5
19.5
23

20
27

700

il

i,ioo

27

8

9

34

13

4,500

3i
35

8

Note:
Values are only for an explosive
corresponding
to 35 percent nitroglycerin
blasting
gelatin = 1.27 and ANFO = 0.87.
(i)

2.i
17
57
130
260
440

0.17
0.7
1.5
2.7
4“
6

Slope
(6)

is 2 to 3 vertical

Subdrilling.

with relative
strength value
dynamite;
relative
strength

to i horizontal.

Blastholes

are
5-ii

usually

subdrilled

where

damage

= 1

of
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Fig. 5-14.
Charge distribution
in
bench blasting.
(See Table 5-1
for typical charge weights)
to the underlying
rock is of no concern,
and where no natural surface
is available
for horizontal
control. i8 Depth below intended bottom may
be 0.2 to 0.3 times burden to assure that the desired
depth is reached.
Inclined
blastholes
require
less subdrilling
to pull all the rock to
bottom than do vertical
holes (a(2) above).
Because of the commonness
of stress
concentrations
and consequent
stability
problems
near the toe
of the slope, overshooting
there should be avoided.
(7) Secondary
Blasting.
Bench blasting
ideally
reduces
all rock
to a desired
rubble size range.
This is basic in order to facilitate
handling of rubble, to meet limitations
imposed
by equipment,
e.g.,
Actually,
even a satisbucket size, or to produce a usable material.
factory
blast may leave a few oversize
blocks that must be broken by
secondary
blasting
(pop blasting)
or other means.
Large blocks may
be broken by blasting with light charges
placed in small drill holes in
the block.
A quick method for smaller
blocks, known as mudcapping,
involves
blasting with a part of a stick of powder placed against the
block and covered
with mud or a bag of sand.
Light shaped charges
are
effective
in block breakage
also.
Mudcapping
and shaped charges
may
produce objectionable
airblast,
and breakage
with a drop ball is preferred
wherever
that equipment
is adequate and available.
b.

Coyote

Blasting,

Trenching,

and Crate ring.

(1) Coyote blasting
(gopher hole or tunnel blasting)
is the practice of firing large charges
of explosives
placed in tunnels driven into
a rock face at floor level.
It is used where large quantities
of material
are to be removed
cheaply.
Coyote blasting works best in faces 75 to
i75 ft high when using one level of tunnels.
Higher banks can be blasted
if the tunnels are supplemented
with large blastholes
to about one-third
the depth of the face.
5-i2
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(2) Abasic
coyote layout
consists
of a main adit driven
perpendicular
to the face with
wing tunnels driven left and right
at 90 deg. The total round in the
tunnels is split and placed in pits
or on the floor commonly
at
20- to 25-ft spacings.
Fig. 5-15
shows a coyote layout with detonating cord tie-ins
ready for
detonation.
The main tunnel
should be stemmed
completely
with rock and other suitable
Charges
in the wings
material.
should also be stemmed,
particularly where seams and partings are encountered
or the
burden varies
greatly.

DETONATING

CORD

TIE-INS
\

EXPLOSIVE

\

\E’EcTRIc
(Courtesy

Fig.
with

CHARGES’
cAp

gLAsTfN~

of

E.

1. du

Pent

de

Nemour.

&

Co. )

5-15.
Plan of coyote layout
detonating
cord (after
Du Pont8)

(3) The loading varies
with the tunnel layout and local
depth.
In general,
the deeper the tunnel, the larger
the charge.
Current
coyote blasting is done with bagged ANFO prills or dynamite.
A review
of large coyote blasting may help guide design of smaller,
more routine
coyote blasts; for example
see reference
19.
(4) Trenching
steep- sided cuts through rock may be a useful
blasting technique
for culverts,
pipelines,
etc. The blasting only
loosens
material
for subsequent
removal
mechanically.
An initial
blast of one or two holes creates
a crater
toward which succeeding
delayed charges
move the material.
A single row of holes is used for
narrow trenches;
two staggered
rows are recommended
for trenches
up to 5 ft wide; and trenches
greater
than 5 ft wide require
additional
Shallow trenches
are commonly
subdrilled
i to 1- 1/2 ft.
rows of holes.
Deep trenches
should be blasted in lifts of 4 to 5 ft.
(5) Crate ring, the technique
in which large point charges till
be
used to excavate
pits, quarries,
and throughcuts,
holds promise
for
the future.
It is still largely
in the developmental
stage but at least
one major canal in rock and soil has been excavated
in this manner .2°
c. Underwater
Blasting.
cult for the following
reasons:
high; holes are difficult
to load
are more pronounced
in water;
and checked visually.

Blasting
submerged
rock is more difficonfining
pres sure (hydrostatic)
is
after being drilled;
vibration
effects
most of the area cannot be observed
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(1) Underwater
Sllrface Shooting.
Where hard rock overlies
softer rock at shallow depth or only a few feet of soft material
is to be
removed,
the “adobe”
or- underwat”er
surface blasting
technique may
be used.
Usually 50-lb charges
of high-velocity,
waterproof
explosives such as 60 percent gelatin dynamite
or slurry blasting agents,
are placed on the surface
of the rock in a regular
pattern connected
with detonating
cord for simultaneous
detonation.
At least 25 ft of
water is needed for confinement
in some jobs but this will vary.
(2) Underwater
Blasting
in Drill Holes.
Underwater
blastholes
are usually drilled
from a barge.
IIole diameters
us(lally range from
2-1/2 to 6 in. depending
on rock type and depth oi cut. To insure
are often drilled
to the same depth below
proper depth of cut, blastholes
grade as the spacing between the holes.
A commonly
used depth
below grade and hole spacing is 10 ft. A higher powder factor is LIsually required
for underwater
blasting.
A square pattern of blastholes,
with the same voll~me of rock per hole as an extended pattern
(Fig. 5-16(a) and (b)), assures
breakage
of the rock by succeeding
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Excavation

5-16.

Blasthole
patterns for [Underwater
(after
Langefors
and Kihlstr8m14)

blasting

if a defective
hole fails to fire in the front row, proare drilled
to a sufficient
depth below grade and charged
Lo pull the added
burden of the ~]nfired hole.

even

for

Control

of Rock Sllrfaces.
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fracturing
from excavation
blasting often necessitate
the removal
(scaling)
of loose material
beyond the designed face and placement
of
an additional
amount of concrete.
In addition, blast damage to the final
rock face may cause instability
and rockfall
hazards.
For these reasons, among others, controlled
blasting is indispensably
routine in
excavation
for structures
and elsewhere.
Controlled-blasting
techniques minimize
over breakage
and permit
steeper
slope designs because
of increased
mechanical
stability
and resistance
to weathering.
They
also reduce deeper fracturing
and weakening
of the finished excavation.
The techniques
can be used to cut an excavation
to accurate
lines and
around vertical
and horizontal
corners.
Improved
appearance
of rock
slopes may also result.
Three controlled-blasting
techniques
in use
today are presplitting
(Fig. 5- 17), smooth blasting,
and line drilling.
A presplit
surface is initiated
along the excaa. Presplitting.
vation line by blasting instantaneously
a single row of closely
spaced
drill holes prior to detonating
the main rounds.
The presplit
surface
reduces
enough of the blast effects
of the main round to reduce damage
connects adjacent
in the rock beyond it. Ideally a single fracture
blastholes
(Fig. 5- 18), and half of the hole (cast) remains
at each pre split hole.
Excessive
crushing and radial cracking
at the periphery
or
between holes are indications
that the charges
should be reduced.
Supplemental
adjustment
of hole spacing may also be necessary.
Formation
of the presplit
fracture
is influenced
by borehole
spacing,
with the closer
spacing forming
a more prominent
fracture.
Because
of the high cost of drilling,
the optimum spacing is the largest
at which
radial cracks will join and form a continuous undamaged
surface.
(1)

Design

of the Presplitting

Layout.

(a) Critical
factors
in successful
presplitting,
other than excavation slope design, are hole diameter
and spacing, hole deviation,
charge distribution,
and confinement.
Preblast
field testing may help
to detertine
optima for each job.
Competent
and homogeneous
rock
usually permits
greater
spacing, while the hole diameter
is usually
smaller
in hard rock than in soft (para 6-2).
Presplitting
holes usually are double loaded at the bottom to insure splitting
to the full depth,
but some blasters
question the value of heavier
bottom loads.
(b) Review
of data from 35 successful
presplitting
operations
indicates
that a spacing of 24 in. , center to center, and a hole diameter
of 3 in. were used most often (Table 5-2).
Charges were usually
1- 1/4- by 4-in. half-cartridges
of 40 percent gelatin or ammonia
gelatin dynamite
taped at i-ft intervals
(intervals
as much as 3 ft have
been used) to down lines of detonating
cord with one or two i- 1/4- or
1- 4/2- by 8-in. sticks at the bottom.
This amounts to about 1/4 lb
5-15
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Fig.

5-17.

Presplit
blasting
for a powerhouse
5-i6

in limestone
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Fig.
Table

Hole

5-2. Mo
ments(i~
Spacing
in.

Mode

24

Range

i6-48

5-18.

Presplit

fracture

t Commonly
Used Presplitting
Arrange(Results
of 35 Sample Analyses)
Hole

Diameter
in.
3

2.5-4.5

Charge(2)

Explosive

1-1/4- by
4-in.
sticks
at i2-in.
intervals

40 percent
gelatin or
ammonia
(extra)
gelatin dynamite

--

--

(i)
Hole spacing will be less for lifts of less than 6 ft.
in the
(2) Although
i- i/4- by 4-in. sticks have been used commonly
prevalent
(see
text)
in
past, long narrow cartridges
are becoming
current use.
5-i7
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,

lighter
loads would probably
be
of d~mite
per foot of hole; however,
better in weak rock masses.
Stemming
consisting
of 3/8-in. clean
stone chips or fine gravel
should be poured around the charges
and
should fill the top 3 to 4 ft of hole.
Fig. 5-i9 illustrates
presplit
blastholes loaded and ready for firing.
The detonating
cord down lines
from each hole are tied to a trunk line.
The trunk line leads at each
end to electric
blasting
caps.2i

.

u
Fig.

5- i9.’

Section

2-1/2 ~ 3.1/2 IN. (U21JALLY 3 IN. )

of typical

presplit

holes

ready

for firing

5-i8

.
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tubes that can be coupled
(c) Explosives
packaged in cardboard
into a continuous
column as they are placed in the hole can be used in
place of the string loads.
Such long narrow cartridges—
(i.e. 1 by 36 in.
and 3/4 by 24 in. ) are becoming
prevalent
in current practice.
‘They
give better powder distribution
and lessen the chances of crushing rock
at the perimeter
of the borehole.
Loading time is also reduced considerably
and contractors
should be encouraged
to use them.
(d) Hole depth in presplitting
is limited by the difficulty
in drilling accurately
alined holes which, in turn, is dependent on the quality
of the rock mass.
When more than one level of presplitting
is necessary, a i-ft bench offset is usually left between lifts by the drill setup.
Presplit
holes are commonly
25 to 40 ft deep.
Holes exceeding
40 ft
should not be permitted
unless it can be demonstrated
that accurately
alined holes will be achieved.
It is essential
that the holes start and
remain in the presplit
plane; therefore
care must be exercised,
first,
in establishing
the trace of the plane on irregular
ground surfaces
and,
second, in maintaining
the correct
inclination
and direction
of the holes.
Templates
are often useful in achieving
correct
drill setups. “
(e) Presplit
blastholes
loaded with gelatin dynamite
can be
either wet or dry.
Wet holes tend to increase
occurrences
of bridging
of stemmi ng material
such as drill cutting, overburden,
or clay.
Only
clean stone chips or screened
gravel
should be used.
Either angled
or vertical
hole-s may be used, as long as they are kept parallel
by
using a clinometer.
The deviation
of holes from the designed
plane
should not be greater
than 6 in. at the bottom and for close hole spacing should be much less.
(2) Relation
to Main Blast.
Presplitting
and primary
blasting
are sometimes
performed
in one operation
with the presplit
and primary holes drilled
and loaded at the same time.
Delays of 100 to 200
msec separate
the two blasts.
This method reduces time needed to
set up drilling
equipment.
Usually,
however,
the line of presplit
holes
is drilled
ahead of the main blast pattern as shown in Fig. 5-20.
The
final row in the primary
pattern is commonly
kept 3 to 4 ft from the
presplit
row.
A delay pattern designed to protide
maximum
relief
to the main blastholes
nearest
the presplit
line should be used for the
Delays sequenced
parallel
to the presplit
may
primary
blasting.
reduce damage in the permanent
wall (see d(3)(c) below).
The presplit
surface
should be kept about half the length of the primary
pattern ahead
of the main blast area so that subsequent blasts can be altered
to fit
Lighter
loading of holes of the main charge
changing rock conditions.
near the presplit
may reduce damage to the wall (d below).
In special
cases where the confinement
(burden) is not sufficient,
smooth blasting may be applicable
(b below).
5-i9
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5-20.
Relation
of pres lit to main
pattern (after Veith f 2)

g Horizontal
and Vertical
Corners.
Presplitting
(3) Presplittin
corners
is a major problem.
Battering
is not always acceptable
and
right angles are required.
On inside corners
the presplit
fracture
often propagates
into the adjacent wall, and on outside corners
the
right angle is difficult
to attain and preserve.
One method involves
placing one of the loaded holes at the corner.
Another
method utilizes unloaded guide holes at one-half
spacing, in place of loaded holes
(Fig. 5- 21) in the ticinity
of the corner,
but some CE and Bureau of
Mines personnel
feel that such guide holes have little value.
Some
CE project
specifications
require
line drilling
(c below) at the
corners.
(4) Horizontal
PresPlitting.
Presplit
holes may be carried
i~~
a stee~ face to form a horizontal
fractire
above the existing
floor.
Nor~l
vertical
holes may break below the required
grade,-so
a horizontal row of holes, about 3 in. in diameter
and spaced about 24 in.
apart
may be preferred.
Horizontal
presplitting
and subsequent
excavation blasting form an acceptable
bench at the desired
level.
The
technique
should be considered
in grade excavation
along a rock cliff
to preserve
the edge and avoid
where it is particularly
important
excessive
fill downslope.
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Smooth

OJ E,

Use of guide holes in presplitting
outside corners
(after Du Pont8)

1, du

Pent

inside

LINE ~

de

Nemours

& Co. )

and

Blasting.

(i)
In smooth blasting a narrow berm is left to reduce damage to
the final wall by the main blast.
This berm is subsequently
removed
by firing small or lightly charged holes along the neat excavation
line.
Smooth blasting may also be used for trimming
natural slopes to grade
in the special case where burden is low.
The technique
should not be
regarded
as a substitute for presplitting.
Cushion blasting is a special
case of smooth blasting in which considerable
air space or stern.rning
surrounds
charges in the holes and serves
to reduce undesired
blast
effects
in the final wall.
Hole spacing for smooth blasting
should always
be less than the width of berm (burden) being removed
(Table 5-3).
Charges,
coxnxnonly 8-in. cartridges
of dynamite,
are string-loaded
i to
2 ft apart on detonating
cord down line or placed in the hole through
loading tubes.
The space between and around charges
and the top few
feet of hole are stemmed.
A bottom charge two or three times that of
the others should be used to insure splitting
there.
(2) The depth of blastholes
is limited by drilling
accuracy.
Deviation
at the bottom should not exceed 6 in. Holes as deep as 90 ft
have been drilled,
but normally
excavations
over 60 ft in depth are
blasted in two lifts or more.
c.

along

Line

Drilling

and Close

Drilling.

(a) Line drilling
consists
of placing a row of unloaded drill holes
the excavation
line spaced on centers no more than two times the
5-21
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Table 5-3. Some Typical
Hole Spacings and Diameters,
Charge Concentrations,
and Burdens for Smooth
Blasting
(after Langefors
and Kihlstr6m14)
Charge Concentration
lb/ft

Drill Hole
Diameter
in.

Burden (thickness of berm)
ft

Spacing
ft

0.08

i- 1/2
;- 1/2
3
3- 1/2
4

3

0.17
0.23
0.34
0.5

:- 1/2
3- 1/2
4
4- 1/2

3456-

0.6

5- 1/2

7

(Courtesy

of

Almqvist

& Wiksell

1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2

F~rlag

AB)

These form a surface
of weakness
to which the primary
hole diameter.
blast can break.
They also reflect
some of the shock waves.
Increased
use of presplitting
for economical
reasons
has relegated
line drilling
to
Line drilling
may be required
prior to prea supplementary
role.
splitting
for at least iO ft in both directions
from a 90-deg corner.
In
this procedure
the depth of presplit
holes must not exceed that of the
line drill holes.
(b) In line drilling
the primary
blasting
is conducted to within
two or three rows of the line-drilled
row to decrease
the burden.
The
row of primary
blastholes
nearest
the line-drilled
row should have 75
percent
of the usual hole spacings and should be 50 to 75 percent
closer
to the line-drilled
row than to the last primary
row (Fig. 5- 22). The
powder factor should be reduced.
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(c) Because of the tedious drilling
necessary,
line drilling
is
most useful in easily drilled
homogeneous
rock.
Despite high cost, line
drilling
has application
in areas where even presplitting
may cause
excessive
wall damage, and it may be required
where other structures
were adjacent to an excavation.
(d) Close drilling
may be specified
for finished surfaces
not
Close drilling
consists
of holes spaced farther
requiring
line. drilling.
apart than line-drilled
holes but closer
than presplit
holes.
They may
be loaded or unloaded as specified.
d.

Precautions

in App roachinq

Final

Excavation

Surfaces.

(f)
Precautionary
measures
are practiced
in an effort to minimize damage beyond the final excavation
surface.
Subdrilling
on berms
and final foundations
should not be permitted.
Some CE specifications
require
that upon approaching
within i5 ft above grade for a concrete
dam foundation,
blastholes
must not be loaded below two- thirds the
distance to grade.
This in effect reduces the last two regular
lifts to
iO and 5 ft (or less) and necessitates
a reduction
in hole spacing.
Subsequent final trimming
to grade is usually accomplished
with wagon
drills or jackharnxrlers
and very light charges.
(2) In horizontally
stratified
rock, special care should be exercised to avoid opening a bedding surface at a comparatively
shallow
depth below grade by blasting above grade.
Such a surface,
created
by the spalling mechanism
(see para 2-3 b), may be a very real but unknown hazard to the safety of a concrete
dam since it postdates
foundation exploration.
The phenomenon
can occur despite restrictions
such
as those mentioned
above.

lowing

(3) Presplit
precautions

surfaces
are preserved
by one or more
taken in the main blast:

(a) The outside- rows
and fragmentation.
(b)

Berms

may be left

(c) The delay
presplit
(Fig. 5-23)
the presplit.

may be loaded

adjacent

lighter

to reduce

to the presplit

of the fol-

vibration

for later

removal.

pattern may be arranged
to progress
parallel
to the
in order to avoid excessive
back pressure
beyond

Hea~
construction
usually
5-5.
Blasting
for Control
of Rock Sizes.
requires
rock for fills, aggregate,
or riprap.
Blasting must be designed to produce the proper size and grades of fragments
for these
5-23
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a

rock requirements.
mum fragment
size
can be estimated
by
the spacing of joints
rock or size of talus
duced from outcrops.

Maxigradation
studying
in bedpro-

a. Rip rap. The degree
of fragmentation
in blasting
.—a.l-a---~
b“
for riprap must be controlled
0
0
so that proper
size and gra0
0
0
0
dation can be obtained.
Coyote blasting
may be used
f
for producing
iarge rocks
DIRECTION
OF
THROW
for riprap and breakwaters
quickly and economically
(see c below).
In some rocks,
EXCAVATION
low-velocity
ammofia
d~amites are used because of
their low shattering
effects.
ANFO, while often detonatFig. 5-23.
Main charge delays, in
ing at a higher velocity
than
numerical
sequence progressing
many low-velocity
ammonia
parallel
to the presplit,
reduce
dynamites,
is also used,
back pressure
in wall
largely
due to its lower price
per pound. However,
coyote
blasting
seldom yields well- sorted rock for riprap,
and secondary
blasting
(mudcapping
or blockholing),
as well as screening
off of fines,
may be necessary.
Restraint
should be exercised
in considering
the
coyote method for jetty stone.
Jetty stone quarries
commonly
contain
only about iO to 20 percent of the best grade large stones and the
excessive
fracturing
and poor control of a coyote blast can ruin a
quarry.
Depending
on their availability,
it may be advantageous
to mine
these stones one by one by multiple- row or irregular
array.
“\

‘d’*,

.

b.

Aggregate.

(1) Material
used for concrete
aggregate
usually is of small
sizes, and therefore
blasts should be designed
to produce a high degree
costs.
of fragmentation
and thereby
reduce handling and crushing
(2) Good fragmentation
is commonly
achieved
by adequately
charged,
staggered
holes in a pattern utilizing
the optimum spacing/
burden ratio and detonated by a millisecond
delay system (Fig. 5-24).
Staggered
holes allow more of the rock to be affected
by the blast and
thus produce better breakage
throughout.
The spacing should

5-24
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Plan

s
●

of blasthole
pattern for fragmentation
rock to produce aggregate

be 1- i/2 to 2 times

7

6
●

●

of

the burden.

(3) Explosives
with high detonation
velocity
and consequent
shattering
power are most effective
for fragmentation.
However,
cheaper blasting agents at wider spacing, if properly
boosted,
fragment well and are usually used.

(4) Small holes (1- i/2 to 4 in.) at closer
spacing distribute
the
explosive
and produce better breakage,
especially
at the top where
good fragmentation
is difficult
to achieve
in some rocks.
.
c.

Rock

Fill

for Dams.

(1) Rock fills cbmmonly
consist of all rock fragments
below a
specified
size.
A rock fill is most stable and solid if the rock fragments are angular, the largest
pieces are smaller
than the depth of
the lift, and the sizes are well mixed to include a suitable proportion
of fines .24
(2) The production
of fill can be most
vertical
or inclined blastholes
and changing
ing rock conditions”.
5-25
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by using
the patterns
to meet vary-
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(3) Coyote blasting
is also used for rocbfill
production
because
Coyote blasts may yield an excessive
amount
of its economy
and speed.
of fines and dust, however,
and these may have to be removed
by
screening.
Elsewhere,
oversized
material
may result and this must
be broken by secondary
shooting or otherwise
removed.

.
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6. MODIFYING
BWTING
TECHNIQUES
TO FIT GEOLOGICAL
CONDITIONS
Study.

a. Blasting
techniques
for rock removal,
quarrying,
and preparation of finished
slopes usually should be modified
to fit the geological
conditions.
Because of the extreme
complexity
of each setting, familiarity with blasting
results in similar
geological
settings is beneficial.
b. Excavations
in the vicinity
of a job should be examined to observe results
of blasting.
These should include all highways,
quarries,
mines, and excavations
for hydraulic
and other structures.
Careful
note
should be taken of the geological
structure,
charge geometry,
and blasting results.
If the results are considered
satisfactory,
the techniques
used may serve as a starting point which can be further refined to fit
local details.
c. The results
of this exploratory
study, conducted before
excavation, should be presented
as a short report of case examples
for use in
design.
Concurrently
with the study of blasting
techniques
in the vicinity,
information
on rock physical
properties
should be collected.
Field
seismic
velocities
may serve to classify
the rock for blasting pur-poses,
as explained
below.
6-2. Rock Types.
Rocks can sometimes
poses according
to their seismic
velocity.
converted
to characteristic
impedance.

a.

Seismic

be classified
for blasting purThis is, in turn, conveniently

Velocity.

(1) The velocity
with which stress waves propagate
in the rock
(usually equal to the sonic velocity)
is important,
because it affects
the
distribution
in space and time of the stress imFosed
on the rock by the
detonating
explosives
and is an indirect
measure
of the elasticity
of the
rock. i Seismic
velocities
should be measured
in the field where the
effects
of joints and bedding will be included.
Velocities
of core samples tested in the laboratory
usually run considerably
higher than
veiociiies
measured
in the field.
Granite,
massive
limestone,
and
quartzite
tend to have much higher velocities
than porous rocks such as
sandstone and volcanic
rock.
Field velocities
for granite below the zone
affected
by surface weathering
will average
about 15,000 fps. Velocities
in porous rock and medium hard to hard shales are of the order of 7,000
to 10,000 fps.
(2)

A zcne

“

of mechanical

and

ckl~mica]

6-1

weathering

and attack
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surface
elements
is to be found almost everywhere.
Seismic
velocities
10 ft in thickvary accordingly
Jpara 6- 5). This zone usually exceeds
ness and should be carefully
delineated.
In this zone, natural joint
frequency
exceeds
that in the firm rock below, and fractures
have been
opened up. In addition,
the weathering
products
that fill spaces between
rock blocks tend to be clayey and have the effect of attenuating
seismic
waves.
b.

Impedance.

{i)
Effective
rock breakage
depends not only on explosive
and
rock characteristics
but also upon an efficient
transfer
of energy, known
as coupling action, from the explosive
to the rock.
Effective
energy
transfer
depends upon (a) depth of emplacement
of charge in rock,
(b) efficiency
of confinement
of charge,
and (c) impedance
characteristics of both explosive
and rock..
(2) Characteristic
impedance
of an explosive
is defined as the
product of its mass density and detonation
velocity.
Characteristic
impedance of rock on the other hand is the product of its mass density and
seismic
velocity.
calculation
for
Fig. 6-1 shows a typical impedance
granite.

Longitudinalwave velocity = 18,200fps
unit weight

=

165lb/ft3

Massdensity =

165lb/ft3
32.2ft/sec2

Characteristicimpedance= 18,200fps
(3::::2)

II
Fig.

6-i.

= 93,300lb aec/ft3
or =

Typical

“

54 lb seclin. 3

impedance

calculation

for

granite

(3) Explosives
with impedance
nearly matching
the characteristic
impedance
of the rock transfer
more energy to the rock.
It follows
that
an explosive
loosely
placed in a blasthole
loses a substantial
percentage
6-2
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This results from the fact that both rock and
of its blasting
effici~ncy
explosives
have velocities
exceeding
that of air in the hole by 10,000 fps
and usable enel gy is reduced passing through this low-velocity
medium.
and chemical
properties
of explosives
and
Table 6- i shows physical
Ammonium
nitrate and shale have similar
impedances
common rocks.
Table

6-1. Some Significant
Properties
and Rock in Blasting
Work (after
Properties

Type

of Some

Nitroglycerin
Dynamite:
5070 Nitroglycerin
41% Ammonium
570 Cellulose
80% Ammonium
ioyo Nitroglycerin
1070 Cellulose
ANFO
93% Ammonium
i’Yo
Fuel oil

nitrate

Granite
Marlstone
Sandstone
Chalk
Shale

1.6

26,250

47

i.5

22,650

38

0.98

13, ioo

44

i.o

43,900

i5

1
nitrate
}

Wave
fps

of Some
Velocity

Rocks
Characteristic
Im edance
lb/see/in. f

i8,200

54

ii,500

27

10,600

26

9,100

22

6,400

i5
(Coumesy

and, therefore,
47) and granite
plosive
energy.

Characteristic
Impedance
lb/sec/in.3

nitrate

Longitudinal
Type

Detonation
Velocity
fps

\

Properties
Rock

Explosives

Specific
Gravity

of Explosive

of Ex losives
Leet2 T )

good coupling possibilities.
(impedance
54) also suggest
Characteristic
impedances
6-3

of

Harvard

University

Press)

Nitroglycerin
(impedance
an efficient
transfer
of exare only one of the criteria
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needed for selecting
the best explosives
for the given job. Other factors
such as rock structure,
water,
safety, and economics
“also play major
.,
roles.
c.

Compressive

and Tensile

Stren~ths.

(i)
Following
Atchison, i “Compressive
and tensile
strength properties
are sometimes
used to classify
rock with regard to ease of
A common characteristic
of rock that is crubreaking with explosives.
cial to the fragmentation
process
is the high ratio of compres sive
This ratio ranges from iO to iOO, most
strength to tensile ‘strength.
The ratio has been termed the blastrocks being very weak in tension.’*
Table 2-i shows the compressive
and tensile
ing coefficient
(para 2-3).
strengths
for a selected
group of rocks with divergent
properties.
(2) Fig. 6-2 is an empirical
chart useful for estimating
blasthole
spacing and size and powder factor for rocks of different
strength.
Actual hole diameter,
which is usually the given parameter,
must be
corrected
to effective
diameter
to compensate
for stemming
and other
Soft minerals,
where abundant in rock, also tend
inert filling in the hole.
to absorb blasting
energy and make fragmentation
more difficult.

d.

Density

and Porosity.

(4) Density of intact rock (laboratory
measured)
often indicates
difficulty
to be expected
in breaking
rock (Fig. 4-3) with the denser
material
responding
best to explosives
with high detonation
pressures.
porous rocks absorb energy in
On the other hand, less dense, more
ways that make control of fragment
size and gradation
difficult.

the

(2) A linear
relationship
be~een
porosity
and in situ sonic (seismic’) travel time is shown in Fig. 6-3. This relationship
can be used
where porosity
is known to estimate
seismic
velocity
and, in turn, impedance.
Velocity
must be corrected
for pore fluid in saturated
rocks
as explained
in reference
26.
6-3. Fractures
major influence
patterns
should
possible.
a.

Joint

and Fabric.
The structural
pattern of the rock exerts a
on fragmentation
in many blasting
situations.
Ela sting
be designed
to take advantage
of rock structure
where

Frequency.

(1) In rock remo~l
blasting,
closely
spaced joints can mean a
savings in blasting costs because it will not be necessary
to use a
sizable
part of the energy in fracturing.
A pattern and technique using
6-4
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Normally,
the seismic
velccity
ina highly
less powder may suffice.
fractured
rock will be significantly
lower than the velocity
in similar
rock with fewer fractures.
It follows
that the characteristic
impedance
will also be lower, and a highly fractured
rock can be matched with an
explosive
or blasting agent with a lower characteristic
impedance.
Such
an explosive
has reduced shocking power for fracturing
but greater
heaving effect for loosening
and moving material.
(2) Presplit
blasting for a finished
rock surface may be more
difficult
in highly fractured
rock depending partly on the nature and attiCareless
presplitting
may damage highly fractude of the fractures.
tured rock because
liberated
gas tends to migrate
along these fractures
This can be minimized
by reducing
the hole depth
and loosen the mass.
and spacing and by stemming
carefully.
(3) More effective
fragmentation
is accomplished
where explosive
highly
charges lie within the solid blocks bounded by joints. i Inquarrying
fractured
material,
the fragment
size of the product will approximate
no quarrying
should be atthat of the natural fragment,
and of course,
tempted where the natural fragment
size falls below that desired.
Where
the natural block size is suitable,
a minimal
amount of additional
fracturing can be tolerated,
and energy of the blast should be used for heavwith a low detonation
velocity
may prove best.
ing. Again, an explosive

b.

Cushioning

Joint

Coatings.

(1) some joint coatings
consist of crystalline
material
such as
quartz and calcite.
The properties
of these minerals
are similar
to
those of the adjacent rock, so the coatings have little effect.
Elsewhere,
clayey minerals
occurring
along fractures
can have significant
effect.
They hold moisture
and have plastic
rather than elastic properties,
so
they tend to attenuate the seismic
waves.
A list of some of these minerals and the usual host rock is presented
in Table 6-2.
(2) In rocks where a rapid attenuation
of the seismic
wave is
The decision
to
expected,
a heavier
charge may give better results.
use heatier
charges
should, of course,
be tempered
with the realization
that greater
crushing will result in the vicinity
of the charge.
Closer
blasthole
spacing is a possible
alternative
modification
of the technique.
In this manner, adjacent blast- fractured
zones can be made to overlap
and the seismic
zone will be relegated
to lesser
importance.
Blasting
technique may need modificac. Orientation
of Joints.
Stability
of the excavation
is of utmost
tions to fit joint orientations.
importance
and till
take priority
over questions
of economics,
such as
With this in mind, the long- range stability
of
are involved
in blasting.
6-7
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Table
Mineral

6-z.

Clayey

or Mineral

Remolded
clay
(Same minerals
Kaolinite

Fillings

Occurring

Along

Rock

Host

Mixture

Joints

Rock

Shale
as in host)
Highly weathered
rocks, hydrothermally
altered
rock
Tuff, shale
Tuff, andesite,
and chlorite
schist
Hydrothermally
altered
rocks
---

Montmorillonite
Chlorite
“Sericite
Vermiculite

Note:
Where one or more of the listed host rocks has in the geologically recent past overlain
the rocks at the project
site, the clayey
fillings
may have been washed downward
along fractures
into the new
host.
an excavation
slope should be a factor along with geological
factors
considered
in designing
or modifying
a blasting technique.
The change
should of necessity
be made at an early stage of construction.
(i)

Orientation

in Various

Geological

Settings.

(a) Idealized
systems
of fractures
may sometimes
be predicted
for the more common geological
settings
expected
on construction
jobs.
The simplest
is an orthogonal
system that can be expected
in flat-lying
sedimentary
strata.
This system consists
of horizontal
joints parallel
sets
of vertical
joints.
to the bedding and one or ho
(b) The free face may be carried
parallel
rather than perpendicNot only are large fractures
already
ular to major vertical
joints.
developed
in the major direction,
but it can also be expected
to be a
potentially
weak direction
in which additional
blast fracturing
will take
place (see e below).
(c) Where this orientation
is included in the design of the excavation as a final surface,
over breakage
often may be minimized
and the
Conceivably
a through- going natural joint
slope should be more stable.
surface
might be substituted
for a presplit
surface.
(d) A favorably
oriented
system of prominent
fractures
that can
be worked into construction
design is not necessarily
a panacea.
It can
be detrimental
if not properly
evaluated.
For example,
excessive
charges
can lead to excessive
gas migration
along these fractures
and
6-8
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movement
of a long block of rock into the excavation.
This gross overbreakage
would be manifested
by the opening of fissures
along natural
joints parallel
to the lip of the excavation.
(e) In inclined
sedimentary
or metamorphic
strata, the joint system usually consists
of joints inclined parallel
to the bedding and one or
two sets of joints perpendicular
to bedding.
Such a geological
setting
poses a more complicated
problem
for designing
the blasting pattern
and loads.
Much of the breakage
and a large part of the final surface
may be along natural joints, so that excavation
slopes and blasting patterns should be designed accordingly.
(f) Vertical
strata prefer
to break along preexisting
vertical
bedding joints; this plane may be susceptible
to overbreakage
and later
progressive
slope movement
by stress relief aggravated
by blasting.
Therefore,
a more permanent
slope would be attained where oriented
either perpendicular
to or at a large obrlque angle to the strike of the
bedding or schistosity.
In this case more fracturing
would be necessarily done by the explosive
so that a denser pattern or heavier
charges
might be needed.
(g) In massive
unbedded rock such as granite,
the fracture
system is believed
to have been determined
by regional
stresses
in the
remote
geological
past. It will commonly
consist of nearly vertical
joints in two sets striking at right angles.
A third set of nearly horizontal sheeting joints may also be present.
Such a mass can be treated
like one of massive
horizontal
sedimentary
strata.
‘Excavation
should
be designed where possible
to take advantage
of the natural joint system,
and due caution exercised
for overbreakage
on natural joints well back
from the lip of the excavation.
The frequency
of fractures
in massive
rocks is low and consequently
blasting problems
usually are less acute.
(2) Adverse
Orientations.
The first and usually most critical
adverse
joint orientation
occurs where a major set of joints is steeply
inclined
into the excavation.
Shear stresses
along these joints are high
relative
to joint shear strengths
and disturbance
during the blasting
may lead to slope failure.
Progressive
failures
can also result from
such weakening.
Fig. 6-4 shows adverse
dip into an excavation
in idealized form.
As the excavation
progresses
to depth, the left wall will
have considerable
overbreakage.
d.

Faults

and Breccia.

(i)
Fault zones may consist of a series
of subparallel
faults,
anastomosing,
and enclosing
slabs of wall rock or lenses of breccia.
Elasting
conducted near faults will often break to She fault surface.
6-9
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.,

Fig.

6-41

Adverse

dip of joints

into excamtion

(left

side)

Venting of gases can also occur along permeable
breccias
or fault
zones, causing a loss in the blasting
energy and poor results unless
deck loading is utilized.
(2) Fault zones and breccia
by virtue of their high porosity
can
also have a cushioning
effect on crushing
and seismic
waves.
In such
materials,
the blasting
technique
might be modified
to the extent that
little seismic
energy is provided.
An explosive
with a low detonation
velocity
might be most satisfactory.

6-i(3
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(3) Porous
faults and breccias
constitute
potentially
weak zones
that-may be of utmost importance
in stability
consideration.
Corps of
Engineers
experience
in basalt breccia
of the Columbia
River Plateau
indicates
that such breccia
can be presplit
as easily as interbedded
basalt and, in fact, stands more stably in some cases.
Apparently
the
shock wave attenuates
rapidly in volcanic
breccia
and the mass has
sufficient
cohesion
to remain intact.
Some of these slopes were pre split with every other hole left unloaded.
e.

Fabric.

(1)
gical
or
in different
schistose
indicated

The fabric of a rock, for blasting purposes,
is the mineralogranular
texture that may impart different
physical properties
directions.
For instance,
the compressive
strength of
gneiss27 for various
orientations
varies
approximately
as
in Fig. 6-5.
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Fig. 6-5. Variation
of shear strength with inclination
to schistosity
(y-z plane) in fine- grained
neiss (after
Deklotz,
Brown, and Stemler2 5 )
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(2) Fabric has been used effectively
by the dimension
stone industry, which recognized
at an early date the difference
between “grain, ”
particularly
in granite,
were
“hardway, ” and ..’’rift. ” Fabric directions,
used to the advantage
of the quarry man as favorable
or unfavorable
The same technique
might be
planes for breaking
out dimension
stone.
considered
in quarrying
for engineering
materials.
Blasting
patterns
might be designed
to break rock preferentially
along weak fabric direcspacing provided
the
tions so as to reduce powder factor or increase
desired
product is obtained.
(3) For presplitting,
the fabric should be determined
so that presplit surfaces
may possibly
be adjusted to utilize
weak planes.
Lines
of presplit
holes may even be adjusted in rare cases to parallel
fabric
directions.
In such cases, the spacing of holes may be as much as
doubled.
It follows
that the major value of knowing fabric is in determining optimum hole spacing and/or charge size.
(4) b conventional
production
blasting,
the nearest
free surface
should, within reason, be kept parallel
to the dominant weak plane in
order to promote
spalling,
general
breakage,
and movement
to that
surface.
(5) The in situ stress
field is rarely
important
in surface
excavation blasting.
The effect is much the same as for fabric to which in
situ stress is often geometrically
related.
Presplitting
is easier
parallel to the -mum
compressive
stress. 28
6-4.
Bedding and Stratification.
The dominant structure
of tiny
rocks
is the bedding.
In some igneous rocks which ordinarily
do not have
bedding, other structures
, such as sheeting joints, may function in its
place.
Where ad~ntageous,
the blasting
technique
should be modified
to fit the bedding.
a.

Alternating

Rock

Typ es.

(i)
Careful analysis
of the stratigraphy
of a site should reveal
when a blasting
round will lie in more than one rock type.
The properties of each rock type are distinct,
and the blasting
technique
may have
to be modified
for portions
in each or the depths of the rounds changed
to correspond
to the stratigraphy.
This applies not only to differences
in the properties
of the intact rock but also to the differences
in properties of differently
jointed masses.
Ultimately,
an array of blastholes
and loaded
passing from layer to layer might be divided ‘verticallyaccordingly.
(2)

It may be adtisable

to drill
6-12
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and thereby outline excavation
lifts to conform
with the individual
stratum. This would be feasible
in rocks with well-defined
bedding.
A
finely foliated
rock sequence might be treated as one homogeneous
unit
since it would be unreasonable
to divide the charge according
to the
adjacent wall rock.
(3) Certain
geological
settings are typified by contrasting
rock
types.
Sandstones
and shale are commonly
associated
in moderately
to
thinly bedded strata.
Elsewhere,
limestones
and shale are interbedded.
Porous
tuff and tuff breccia
are interbedded
with hard lavas, such as
Extremely
hard basalts are
basalt and andesite,
in volcanic
areas.
sometimes
separated
by thin porous zones of basalt fragments
and
cinders.

b.

Porous

and Permeable

Beds.

(1) Porous and permeable
beds are particularly
troublesome
where they promote
a tendency for the adjacent excavation
wall to be
lifted on gases migrating
from the detonation.
It may be necessary
to
ditide the charge into two by decking this interval.
(2) Permeable
and porous zones also have a cushioning
effect
and dissipate
seismic
energy.
As with clayey joint coatings and fault
breccia,
these low seismic
velocity
zones may be matched with explosives with low detonation
velocity,
such as ANFO.
c.

Weak

Beds

or Zones.

(i)
It may be necessary
to take special precautions
where weak
zones are indicated
in the excavation,
particularly
pronounced
bedding
and joints across
bedding.
The resistance
to sliding and slope failure
along these surfaces
may be divided into two components,
an interlock
strength and a residual
strength.
The residual
strength may not be
sufficient
to preserve
the slope so that during blasting,
all precautions
should be taken to avoid lowering
the interlock
strength by excessive
vibration.
Weak beds are problems
only when they dip toward an
excavation.
Weak beds dipping steeply away from an excavation
may
lead to overbreakage
and the formation
of overhangs.
Weak beds are
used advantageously
for the floor in many quarrying
operations
inasmuch as the toe tends to break out clean.
Excavation
walls containing
weak zones may need to be redesigned
so that the potentially
unstable
material
may be removed.
If the slope is designed
to be held by rock
bolts, exceptional
precaution
would still be advisable
during blasting to
avoid unnecessary
damage.
(2)

A carefully

conceived

blasting
6-i3
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of unstable conditions
rock removal.
..

and may even

take advantage

of weak

zones

for

A general
rule in dealing with strata dipping
d. Dipping Strata.
toward an excavation
is that they are potentially
dangerous
or unstable.
Strata dipping away from an excavation,
in contrast,
are usually stable
and present few problems
(Fig. 6-6).
However,
see discussion
of adversely
dipping joints in paragraph
6-3c(2).

a.

Cut in Strata Dipping
Toward
Excavation
6-6.

Fig.

e.

b.

Cut in Strata Dipping
from Excavation

Effect of dipping strata on stability
of opposite walls of a cut through

of excavation.
argillite

Away

Views

Cavities.

(i)
Cavities
in an excavation
site may have a marked effect on
blasting.
The air space may tend to decouple the explosive
and rock and
decrease
the efficiency.
Another
adverse
effect is that explosives,
particularly
in bu~ or slurry form, can be lost into or through a cavity that
intersects
the hole.
Also overloading
till
result in extra hazards
of
flyrock.
F’or these reasons,
a record
of the volume of explosives
loaded
in each hole should be maintained
by the contractor.
When there is an
indication
of a 10Ss of explosives
in cavities,
the zone should be located
and corrective
measures
taken to seal it.
6-14
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(2) The cavity may be sealed by filling with sand, by grouting, or by
Where the hole is plugplugging off the hole above and below the catity.
charge should lie on either side and addi ged, a portion of the explosive
tional care will be required
in priming
and detonation.
Although such
they may be justified,
for a misfire
or inmeasures
may be expensive,
efficient
round will be more costly.
6-5.

Weathering.

a. The weathering
effect is twofold.
First,
the properties
of the
rock are altered,
and second, this change of properties
is localized
in a
layer parallel
to the ground surfaces
so that crude stratification
is
developed.
b. Field seismic
surveys
together with available
boring data will
The y show the thickness
of the weathered
usually resolve
the problem.
zones and the P-wave
velocities
of each material.
Velocities
in more
fractured
weathered
zones are less than those in the fresh rock below,
and blasting techniques
should be adjusted.
A weathering
coefficient
(Table 6-3) can be a useful guide for modifying
blasting for the weathered zone:.
The characteristic
impedance
of the explosive
recommended
Table

6-3.
Classification
of Laboratory
Samples
Monzonites
According
to the Degree
of
Weathe ring (from Iliev29)
(Courtesy

Degree

of Weathering

K = velocity
m/s

= meters

Laborato’rio

>5,1)()(y

Fresh
Slightly weathered
Moderately
weathered
Strongly weathered
Very strongly
weathered
Note:

of

Velocity
of
Ultrasonic
Waves, m/s

National

of

de

Engenharia

Coefficient
Weathering,
o

5,000-4,000
4,000-3,000

0 -0.2
0.2-0.4

3,000-2,000

0.4-0.6
0.6-1.0

C2,000

fresh - velocity
weathered
velocity
fresh
per second

for use in weathered
rock is found by multiplying
the characteristic
impedance
of the explosive
used in fresh rock by the factor,
1 - K. A
more conventional
method is to use the same explosive
but to increase
the powder factor when weathered
material
is absent.
6-15
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is to
the handling of weathered
material
c. One way of simplifying
By
blast and excavate
it in one or *O lifts apart from material
below.
partially
excavating
down to the lower lifit
of a weathered
zone, the “
Because
of the demass is simplified
to one with uniform
properties.
creased
seismic
velocity,
upper lifts might respond to lower velocity
explosives
for best impedance
matching
and efficiency.
In the transition zones and in the fresh rock below, detonation
velocity
might be
increased
farther.
d. Some weathered
rocks are so decomposed
that they can be
treated as soil and kxcavated
without blasting.
A seismic
velocity
of
about 4,000 fps is a routinely
accepted
upper limit for rock that can be
With improvements
in ripper deloos ened by ripping without blasting.
sign and techniques,
material
with seismic
velocities
as great as
7,000 fps can be ripped.
However,
there are other factors
that may be
involved
in determining
whether
rock can be ripped economically.
e. In a few
zone has material
and caliche.
6-6.

special types
characterized

of weathering,
by a greater

the lower
strength,

portion of the
as in laterite

Groundwater.

of various
degrees
of saturation
by groundwater
form
a. Zones
another type of crude stratification
parallel
to the ground surface,
with
properties
varying
accordingly.
Saturated
zones require
explosives
with greater
water resistances
and necessitate
more care in stemming.
Important
distinctions
must be” made in the properties
of the materials
and the results to be expected.
The filling
of void space by water tends
to increase
the P-wave
velocity
in the mass and improves
wave trans mis sion.
The coupling between the explosive
and the rock is also
improved.
b. Uns~turated
material
above the water table should be blasted
separately
from that in the capillary
zone and below where reasonable.
After
remo-1
of the unsaturated
material,
however,
it should be verified that the material
yet to be excavated
is still saturated.
Disturbance
during excavation
may have caused groundwater
to migrate.
Fluctuations from rainy to dry seasons
should be considered
also.
c. The results
of blasting
during removal
of the unsaturated
zones
should be carefully
evaluated
for guidance in the blasting below the
Where these pretious
results
are considered
satisfactory,
water table.
modifications
might consist of the use of explosives
with a higher detonation velocity
for better coupling to the saturated
rock, and/or the use
of smaller
loads and wider hole spacings.
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CHAPTER
7- i.

7.

DAMAGE

PREDICTION

AND

CONTROL(l)

Introduction.

a. A necessary
part of all blasting operations
is the estimation
of
potential
damage to nearby surface and underground
structures
and to
local rock surfaces
that are to remain in place.
Damage to nearby surface structures,
such as buildings , bridges,
concrete
foundations,
etc.,
can result from air blasts, ground vibrations,
and flyrock.
Damage to
underground
structures
such as tunnels and tunnel linings can result
from ground shock and subsequent vibrations.
Damage to rock surfaces
results from crack propagation
into the solid rock immediately
behind
the blasthole.
b.
flyrock,
forming
mtion.
necessary
made.

Equations for predicting
the amount of airblast,
ground motion,
and cracking
require
so- called site constants
obtained by persimple controlled
tests with instrumentation
and careful
obser From only a few such tests, it is possible
to determine
the
constants
so that reasonably
accurate
predictions
can be

c. Methods and techniques
for preventing
damage by cent rolling
the amount of airblast,
ground vibration,
flyrock,
and cracking
are generally known and should be made a part of all blasting
operations.
Damage criteria
have been developed
for various
types of structures
and ground vibrations.
These criteria
can be used with propagation
laws for air and ground vibrations
to estimate
safe charge sizes for
various
distances
to structures.
7-2. Airblast.
Airborne
vibrations
plosives
are detonated in stemmed
processes:
Conversion
surfaces.
Release
broken

of ground

and airblast
are generated
when exdrill holes in rock by the following

vibration

of high pressure
rock.

to air vibrations

gases

to the atmosphere

at free

rock

through

the

Release
of high pressure
gases to the atmosphere
throu~h
drill hole aft~r the stemfing
has been pushe’d out.
“

the

(i)
This chapter,
except paragraph
Duvall, U. S. Bureau of Mines.
Also
Requirements.
7-i

7-4, was prepared
by Wilbur I.
see EM 385-4-1,
General Safety
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Release
of high pressure
gases
nating fuse,, lying on the surface
Of these

four processes
the air blast waves.

the last

three

to the atmosphere
of the rock.
contribute

by exposed

the most

energy

deto-

to

a. Damage from Airblast.
For residential
structures,
cracked
plaster
is the most common t~e
of failure
in airblast
complaints.
However, research
has shown that windowpanes
fail before any structural
damage to the building occurs .30 Airblast
pressures
of only 0.03 psi
can vibrate
loos e window sashes, which may be a source of annoyance
Windowpanes
that have been
complaints
but do not represent
damage.
stressed
by poor mounting or house settlement
may fail when subjected
to pressures
as low as 0.1 psi. Airblast
pressures
of i.O psi will break
cracking,
which
windowpanes
and as pressures
exceed i.0 psi, plaster
depends on -11 flexibility,
will start to develop.
Thus, it is recommended that air pressures
exerted
on structures
resulting
from blasting be kept below 0.1 psi.
b.

Propagation

of Airblasts.

(1) Extensive
research
has been conducted
on the determination
of
the airblast
pres sure
enerated
by the detonation
of explosives
on the
From the data given by Perkins,33P34
the
surface of the ground. 5 i-34
airblast
pressure
as a function of distance
D and charge size
W for
the explosion
of spherical
charges
at the ground surface under normal
atmospheric
conditions
is given by
P=

i75

(D/Wi/3

) ‘i”4

where
P = airblast
D=

distance,

W = charge

pressure,

psi

ft
size,

lb

For surface
excavation,
the explosives
confined by stemming,
which reduces
considerably.

are placed in drill holes
the amount of airblast

and

(2)
Fig. 7-i shows the airblast
to be expected
for different
depths
of burial
DOB for buried spherical
charges.
In this figure both depth
of burial, in feet, and distance
from charge,
in feet, are scaled by the
cube root of the charge weight,
in pounds.
The plotted points in Fig. 7-1
7-2
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are Bureau of Mines observed
airblast
pressures
for multiple-hole
For the quarry blast data, the charge weight is the
quarry blasts.
maximum
charge” detonated per delay interval.
The charge per delay
interval
is the sum of the charges
in the holes that are detonated
simultaneously.
From the location
of the data points, the scaled depth of
burial for the quarry blast is usually less than 1.0. This scaled depth
of burial corresponds
roughly to the scaled b rden for each shot hole.
From Fig. 7-1, a scaled distance
of 20 ft/lbi ? 3 should be sufficient
to
assure airblast
pressures
of less than 0.1 psi for multiple-hole
quarry
blasts that are well stemmed
and cap initiated.
c.

Excessive

Airblast

Pressure.

(1) The primary
causes of excessive
airblast
pressures
are insufficient
burden, insufficient
stemming
in each blasthole,
exposed detonating fuse, and adverse
weather
conditions.
A well- designed
blasting
round that breaks and moves rock efficiently
seldom produces
excessive airblast
pressures.
If detonating
fuse is tl.sed, it should be
covered
with sand to minimize
airblasts.
Exposed detonating
fuse and
lack of stemming
in blastholes
can increase
airblast
pressures
by a
factor of iO or more.
(2) Under certain adverse
weather
conditions,
such as temperature inversions,
cloud cover, and high wind velocity,
local high airblastpress~$e ;4egions can develop at large distances
from the shot
point.
s
(3) These local high-pressure
regions
are a result of focusing
of
sound waves.
As temperature
inversions
exist most frequently
during
the period from I hr before
sunset to 2 hr after sunrise,
blasting
operations should be confined to the intervening
daytime period if airblast
is to be avoided.
Postponement
of blasting
operations
should be considered
during daytime hours when a heavy low-level
cloud cover exists.
Also blasting operations
should not be conducted when wind velocities
in excess of i5 mph are in the direction
of nearby residential
structures.
d.

Recording

Equipment.

(1) Airblast
pressures
are recorded
generally
by two t~es
of
equipment -- microphones
and piezoelectric
pres sure gages.
The microphone has proven satisfactory
for pressure
measurements
from 0.1 ta
i psi. Overpressures
greater
than 1 psi are usually recorded
by the
piezoelectric
type of gage.
(2) Air
ing problems

waves from multiple-hole
delayed
not encountered
with instantaneous
7-4
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record of the air wave from millisecond
delayed blasting does not
appear as a t~ical
single pulse, but instead, has an oscillatory
character that can have rare faction phases comparable
to the compressional
Therefore,
sound recorders
with slow response
may not give
phases.
true peak overpres sure values because of addition of peaks that are
only a few milliseconds
apart.
7-3. Ground Vibrations.
The detonation
of an explosive
confined in a
(2,000 drill hole generates
a large volume of as at high temperatures
The sudden
5,000° C) and high pressures
(0.2 X 40 % to 2.0 x 106 psi).
application
of a high pressure
to the cylindrical
surface of the drill hole
generates
a compressive
stress pulse in the rock, which travels
outThis compressive
pulse constitutes
ward in all directions
(para 2-2).
the source of the ground vibrations
that result when explosives
are detonated in holes in rock.
These vibrations
are extremely
intense near
the source but decay in amplitude
as they travel away from the source.
Therefore,
it is important
to know the general
relationship
between the
intensity
of these vibrations
as a function of the size of charge detc nated and the distance from the source.
a.

DamaFe

from

Ground

Vibration.

(4) The level of ground vibration
necessary
to cause various
types of damage to various
types of structures
can best be established
by case-history
studies where the ground vibrations
are measured
near a structure
and the resulting
damage correlated
with the level
“’
An inspection
of building and
and frequency
of ground vibration.
structures
in the area of potential
damage including photographs
and
measurements
before and after blasting would be useful in handling
damage claims.
(2) For residential
structures
the initial indication
of damage
from ground vibrations
produced by blasting is extension
of old plaster
cracks or dust falling from old plaster
cracks.
An increase
in severity
of ground tibration
can cause intensified
cracking
of plaster,
falling of
plaster,
cracking
of masonry
walls, and separation
of partitions
from
exterior
walls and chimneys.
(3) Damage to structures
is most closely
associated
with the peak
particle
velocity
of the ground tibration
in the vicinity
of the structure.
Fig. 7-2 summarizes
the damage data from the literature.
Major
damage may be defined as serious
cracking
and fall of plaster,
and
minor damage as opening of old plaster
cracks.
There is a large
spread in the data because the amount of vibration
that a given structure
can withstand varies
considerably
from structure
to structure
depending upon its method of construction,
past stress history,
and conditions
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major
damage beof the ground upon which it rests.
On the average,
gins to occur at a peak particle
velocity
of 7.6 inches per second (ips)
and minor damage at 5.4 ips. On the basis of the data in Fig. 7-2 a
particle
velocity
of 2 ips appears
reasonable
as a separation
between
a relatively
safe zone and a probable
damage zone.
Just because a
vibration
level of 2 ips is exceeded,
damage will not necessarily
occur.
For example,
Fig. 7-3 summa rizes all the published data where the
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vibration
level was above 2 ips and no damage was detected.
Also, just
because the vibration
level is below 2 ips, does not mean that damage
Very low vibration
levels
can be
will not occur in ‘some structures.
associated
with damage in poorly constructed
structures
as in a stmc ture previously
stressed
by settlement
or unstable soil conditions.
(4) From the data given in Figs. 7-2 and 7-3, and taking into consideration
the spread of the data, it may be concluded
that if one or more
of the three mutually perpendicular
components
(radial,
vertical,
and
transverse)
of vibration
in the ground near a residential
structure
has a
peak particle
velocity
in excess
of 2 ips, there is a fair probability
that
damage tt> the structure
will occur.
(5) For many years the criterion
for damage to residential
structures
was based upon energy ratio .38 As defined,
energy ratio
was equal to the acceleration
squared divided by the frequency
in cycles
per second (cps); an energy ratio of 3 was considered
safe and an energy
ratio cf 6 was considered
damaging
to structures.
It should be noted
that for sinusoidal
vibrations,
an energy ratio of 3 corresponds
to a
peak particle
velocity
of about 3.3 ips. Thus, the newer recommended
safe vibration
level for residential
structures
is about the same as that
recommended
by Crande1138 when one takes into account that energy
ratio is based on resultant
acceleration.
If all three components
of
particle
velocity
had a maximum
value of 2 ips at the same time, the
resultant
velocity
would be 3.5 ips.
(6) It should be emphasized
that the discussion
above applies
to “
residential
structures
where the vibrations
were the result of detonating
normal
explosives
buried in holes in rock or soil. .Figs. 7-2 and 7-3
show that the frequencies
of the vibrations
were generally
above 8 cps.
Most residential
types of structures
have resonant
frequencies
below 8
cps, thus the phenomenon
of resonance
is not too important
in the abovementioned
data. However,
for very large blasts,
such as underground
nuclear blasts, the predominant
frequencies
in the vibrations
would be
lower than 8 cps.
Thus, the phenomenon
of resonance
for residential
structures
would be important.
As a result the criterion
for safe tibration levels
for no damage to residential
structures
could be much
lower than 2 ips for underground
nuclear blasts.
The large number of
claims
of damage resulting
from the Salmon nuclear event, a deep
underground
explosion
where the vibration
levels were less than 2 ips,
39
seem to substantiate
this conclusion.
(7) Vibration
levels
that are safe for residential
structures
are
annofing
and often uncomfortable
when experienced
by people.
Complaints from the public are as troublesome
as legitimate
damage claims.
Fig. 7-4 shows the subjective
response
of the human body to sinusoidal
7,-8
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I
100
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Subjective
response
of the human
body to vibratory
motion

vibratory
motion. 40 This figure shows that in the range of 40 to iOO cps,
vibration
levels
betieen
O.i and 0.3 ips are considered
unpleasant
by
most people.
As the major frequency
components
of titrations
from
quarry blasts usually lie in the range of 10 to iOO cps, it is recommended
that where possible,
vibration
levels be kept below 0.2 ips to minimize
the number of nuisance complaints
from owners of residential
structures.
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(8) In rural areas the most common complaint,, from the public
The trouble may be only temporary
may be of damage to water wells.
agitation
and cloudiness
of the water or the well may be damaged and
A program
of observation
of several
wells,
if possible
require
repairs.
during a period of testing, should help in reducing
the problem
and
complaints.
(9) Particle
velocity
damage criteria
for unlined tunnels can be
inferred
from data obtained during the Underground
Explosion
Test
Program.41
~42 The outer limit for irregular
spalling
and falling of
loose rock from the tunnels when subjected
to ground vibrations
fro
blasts on the surface were at avera
e scaled distances
of 4.4 ft/lbl T 3
for tunnels in granite and 5. i ft/lbi ? 3 for tunnels in sandstone.
The
average
measured
strain
c in granite at a scale distance of 4.4 ft/lbi/3
was 200 microinches/inch
(~in./in. ), and the verage
observed
strain
in sandstone at a scale distance
of 5.1 ft/lbf r 3 was 250 ~in. /in. The
average
propagation
velocity
c in granite was 14,500 fps and in sandstone was 7,400 fps.
Using the relation
V=EC
the particle
velocity
granite
is computed

v for damage to occur in unlined tunnels
as 35 ips and in sandstone
as 22 ips.

in

(i O) Dynamic
breaking
s~rajns for five rock types were obtarned
the breakby instrumented
crater
tests.- 45, 44 Table 7. i summarizes
and calculated
particle
velocities
ing strains,
propagation
velocities,
for unlined tunnels
for failure.
Based on these data, a damage criterio~
is about 20 ips for the
subjected
to ground vibration
from explosion

Table

Rock

Type

Granite
Sandstone
Marlstone
Chalk
Salt

7-1.

Strain and Particle
Velocity
Failure
for Five Rocks

Dynamic
Breaking
Strain
~in. in.

Propagation
Velocity
fps
18,500
5,000
13,000
7,500
i4,500

360
550
3io
300
310

7-io

at

Particle
Velocity
at Failure
ips
80
33
48
27
54
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weaker rocks with “somewhat larger
values for the stronger
rocks.
If
controlled
tests at a given site are not possible,
it is recommended
that
ground vibrations
be kept below 20 ips to prevent damage to rock walls
of underground
openings near blasting operations.
(11) A particle-velocity
damage criterion
for massive
monolithic
concrete
structures,
such as bridge piers, concrete
foundations , concrete dams, a-rid concrete
tunnel linings, can be estimated
from average
physical
properties
of concrete
and the relation

where
v=

particle

u=

failure

p.

mass

velocity
tensile
density,

for

failure,

strength,

fps

psi

lb sec2
ft4

c=
For

propagation

example,

if

then v = 16 ips.
structures
would

velocity,

fps
140 lb/ft5

or 4.3, and c = 15,000 fps,
32.2 ft/sec2
Thus, an estimated
safe vibration
level for concrete
be about iO ips.

u = 600 psi,

p =

(12) AS the safe vibration
levels for underground
rock structures
and massive
concrete
structures
have been inferred
from physical property data, it is recommended
that these values be used with caution by
approaching
these safe levels gradually.
Thus, instrumentation
should
be used to determine
the vibration
levels at the structures
as the scaled
distance from the blast is reduced.
b.

Recording

Equipment.

(1) Ground vibrations
resulting
from blasting are usually measured by means of either a displacement
or velocity
seismograph.
These instruments
are usually self-recording
and can be purchased
as
a complete
unit. However,
it is also possible
to use displacement
gages,
velocity
gages, or accelerometers
with appropriate
amplifiers
and
recorders.
(2)
dicular

Displacement
seismographs
consist of three
pendulums.
Magnification
of the displacement,
7-ii

mutually perpenby means of
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optical lever arms, is usually fixed at some value between 25 and 75.
The displacem-t
seismograph
is generally
mounted on three leveling
screws
that rest on the ground or floor of a structure,
and the center
of gravity
of the instrument
is above the level of the surface
on which
the instrument
rests.
A permanent
trace of the ground displacement
as a function of time is made on 2- to 3-in. -wide photographic
paper
range is from
traveling
at a speed of 4 to 5 ips. The useful frequency
about 5 to 50 cps; the dynamic recording
range, which is the ratio of
maximum
signal deflection
to minimum
readable
deflection,
is about 20,
and the maximum
acceleration
allowable
is approximate
y O.2 g.45 $46
For a sinusoidal
vibration
of frequency
f , the relation
between peak
acceleration
a and peak displacement
u is
a=

4rl 2/u

Thus, the allowable
range of displacement
that can be recorded
deDisplacement
seismographs
pends upon the frequency
of the vibration.
can be used to measure
the peak particle
velocity
v of the ‘ground
The maximum
slope of the displacementtime record
is the
motion.
peak particle
velocity.
If sinusoidal
vibrations
are assumed,
the particle velocity
can be calculated
from
v = 2rfu
(3) As damage criteria
are usually based on particle
velocity,
it
is recommended
that particle
velocity
be measured
directly
rather than
be inferred
from displacement
or acceleration.
Velocity
seismographs
for recording
vibration
from blasting consist of three mutually perpendicular coils free to move in a magnetic
field.
These are mounted in a
box, which may be buried in the ground or placed on the surface of the
ground or floor of a structure.
Associated
with the seismometer
box
is another box containing
amplifiers,
galvanometers,
a multiplechannel paper recorder,
and a d-c power supply.
The sensitivity
of
these seismographs
is adjustable
in the range from 20 to 0.2 in. of
record
motion per 1 ips ground motion, and their useful frequency
range
is from 2 to 300 cps. The recording
paper speed is about 4 ips.
Velocity seismographs
also have a greater
dynamic range and a better
frequency
range than the displacement
type seismographs.
Because the
seismometer
box can be buried in the ground, the limitation
of the
0.2-g level inherent in displacement
seismographs
is not applicable.
c.
(1)

Propagation
Charge

size

of Ground
per delay

Vibrations.
inter-l
7-i2

and distance

from

the blast

are
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the two most important
parameters
that determine
the vibration
levels
produced in the ground by multiple-hole
quarry blasting.
Other variables such as burden, spacing, hole depth, hole size, stemmi ng height,
and type of explosive
have only a minor effect upon the vibration
level
and in quarry blasting can be neglected.
(2) Controlled
tests to study the vibration
levels from instantaneous and millisecond-delayed
blasts demonstrated
that the vibration
level in the ground was dependent on the charge weight per delay interval and not on the total charge weight for millisecond-delay
blasts .47
An increase
in the number of delay intervals
does not affect the vibration level provided
that the delay interval
is greater
than 8 msec and
the charge weight per delay remains
constant.
(3) Normally,
for spherical
or concentrated
charges,
seismic
effects
in the ground would be expected
to scale in proportion
to the
However,
for quarry blasts variations
cube root of the charge weight.
in the charge size per delay interval
are obtained by changing hole size
and the number of holes per delay interval,
with the charge length remaining practically
constant.
This method of changing charge size per
delay interval
is more nearly represented
by square root scaling.
A
general
propagation
relation
for peak particle
velocity
as a function of
distance and charge size per delay interval
has been established48
as
v=

H(D/W

1/2

)

-B

where
v = peak particle
velocity
of any one component
(radial,
transverse,
or vertical),
ips
D = distance
W = charge

from
weight

H, @ = constants
The

quantity

blast

(D/W

area

per delay

of vibration

to point of measurement,
interval,

ft

lb

(e below).
1[2

)

is the scaled

distance.

(4) A typical example
of data for peak particle
velocity
versus
scaled distance for one particular
site is shown in Fig. 7-5. Note that
the data for each component
of peak particle
velocity
tend to group
about straight lines on log-log
coordinates
and that the standard deviations of the data about these straight
lines are less than *50 percent
of the mean values.
If one assumes
that the data given in Fig. 7-5 are
representative
of all future blasts at this particular
site, the probability
of having a blast that produces
a vibration
level greater
than 2 ips at a
7-13
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1/2

is relatively
small.
Thus, for this parscaled distance of -20 ft/lb
ticular
site a safe scaled distance for prevention
of damage to residenThis scaled
tial structures
by blasting titrations
is 20 ft/lbi/2.
distance can serve as a guide at this particular
site for determining
the
weight of explosive
per delay interval
that can be used at a given distance from a residential
structure
without exceeding
the safe vibration
level.
All that is necessary
is to make the charge weight per delay
interval
suffici
ntly small or the distance
s fficiently
large so that the
quantity
D/Wi 7 2 is greater
than 20 ft/lbl 7 2.
(5) The above-described
procedure
for obtaining a safe scaled
distance
for prevention
of damage to structures
by means of ground
vibrations
from blasting implies
that at a particular
site, a series
of
blasting tests must be conducted to determine
the particle-velocity
propagation
relation
for that site.
Such a procedure
may not b.e necessary if one is *villing to accept rather large scaled distances
and if one
has available
particle-velocity
propagation
data from a large number of
sites.
(6) A scaled distance
of 50 ft/lbi/2
can be considered
a minimum safe scaled distance
for any blasting
site without prior knowledge
concerning
its vibration
characteristics.
If at any site a scaled distance of 50 ft/lbl/2
limits the charge weight per delay interval
unreasonably
because of the close proximity
of residential
structures,
it
may be possible
to use a smaller
scaled distance by performing
tests
at the site to determine
the constants in the propagation
equation.
d.
(f)
ground

Reducing

Vibrations.

As explained
above, the general
propagation
vibrations
from blasting is of the form

relation

for

-P
v = H (D/Wi’2)
1/2
The quantity (D/W
) is the
varies
inversely
with scaled
be reduced by increasing
the
distance
requires
increasing
per delay interval.

scaled distance.
The particle
velocity
distance , and ground vibration
levels
can
scaled distance.
To increase
the scaled
the distance or decreasing
the charge size

(2) For instantaneous
blasting,
the charge size can be reduced by
using standard or milliseconddelay detonators.
For delayed detonations the effective
charge size that controls
the level of vibration
is the
maximum
amount of charge detonated
per delay interval.
The total number of delays used does not affect the vibration
level.
Delay intervals
7-15
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as short as 8 msec are as effective
in reducing
the vibration
levels
as are the longer delay intervals.
There may be occasions
when
5-msec
delay intervals
are too short for effectively
reducing vibration levels.
“’

(3) For delayed blasting the maximum
charge per delay interval can be reduced by reducing
the number of holes that detonate per
For delayed blasting where the number of holes per
delay interval.
delay interval
is one, the maximum
charge size per delay interval
can be reduced by decreasing
the charge per hole.
To reduce the
charge per hole requires
changing the hole depth, hole size, burden,
spacing, and stemming.
(4) In some special cases it may be necessary
to reduce the
charge size per delay interval
by using decked charges
in a single
hole separated
by sufficient
stemming
to prevent
s empathetic
detonation.
Each deck charge is then detonated
at a different
delay
interval.
(5) A presplit
failure
plane be-een
the blast area and a
structure
may or may not be effective
in reducing vibration
levels
at the structure.
This method of reducing vibration
levels
at a given
location
is not reco~ended
without controlled
tests with instruFor a presplit
fracture
plane to effectively
reduce vibramentation.
tion levels,
it must intercept
the travel path for the ground vibration
and be a good reflector.
the presplit
fracture
To be a good reflector
plane must form a complete
crack which is air filled.
If the crack
becomes
filled with water or sand or if numerous
contacts
exist
across
the fracture
plane, effective
vibration
reduction
will not
result.
e.
Calibration
of Site Vibration
Levels.
For effective
ground
vibration
control,
the propagation
law constants
H and @ should be
determined
for each blasting
site.
These constants
can be determined
by measuring
the three components
of particle
velocity
at two or three
distances
for several
blasts of different
charge sizes.
The charge
size should be varied by changing the number of holes per delay interval.
From these data, log-log
plots of peak particle
velocity
for
each component
as a function of scaled distance
are made as shown
in Fig. 7-5. The data should group about a straight
line.
The slope
of the line is ~ and the value of v at D/Wi/2
= i is H. The values
of H and ~ dll,
in general,
be different
for each component
of peak
particle
velocity
(radial,
vertical,
and transverse).
After determining
the values of H and p for one specific
direction,
additional
data in
other directions
should be obtained to determine
if the propagation
law
is the same for all directions
from the blasting area.

7-i6
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7-4.

Flyrock.

“

a. The high velocities
and, consequently,
great range of flyrock
may be caused by particle
acceleration
resulting
from escape of exGas acceleration
is considered
to be
plosion gases and from spalling.
dominant.
If -the rock mass contains weak zones, the explosion
gases
will tend to escape along these paths of least resistance,
and thus may
be concentrated-in
particular
directions.
Massive
rock will tend to
remain in large blocks that are merely
loosened,
while highly fractured rock is blown out at high velocities
by the escaping gases.
b. Excessive
flyrock
from spalling is usually the result of an
excessive
charge for a hole or row of holes near the face.
Flyrock
can
also be caused by loading individual
holes too near the top. The velocity of span-accelerated
flyrock
may be greater
than that of gasThis may account for anomalous
rocks ejected
to
accelerated
flyrock.
very great range.
c. Cratering
experiments
from high-explosive
charges have
provided
some data on ranges of flyrock.
Charges are usually completely
contained (i.e. create n visible
crater)
at a depth (in feet)
corresponding
to about 3.5 Wi 3, where
W is charge weight (lb) of
TNT or its equivalent .49 From the standpoint
f crater volume,
the
optimum charge depth is approximately
1.5 Wi 3. Presumably,
most
quarry blasting will be accomplished
at depths between these two
extremes.
Both span and gas acceleration
of ejects have been observed for a limited number of cratering
experiments
in the nearoptimum range, with the latter mechanism
generally
predominating.
Fig. 7-6 illustrates
the ranges of flyrock
that have been observed
from
Note that sixth- root scaling has been applied to
such experiments.
these ranges;
this scaling exponent is considered
to be correct
from
both theoretical
and practical
aspects,5°~5i
and may be applied ti the
scaling of flyrock
data obtained during site testing.

9

9

d. Ejection
of flyrock. is not necessarily
reduced by decreasing
the
total weight of explosive,
either for a conventional
blast or a concentrated (point) charge detonation.
The most effective
method of controlling
flyrock
in conventional
rock blasting operations
is by good blasting design as discussed
in Chapter 5. A thorough investigation
of the rock
structure
to locate weaker
rock, careful design of the pattern, and proper
loading of the holes should result in an efficient
blast with little or
no flyrock.
Heavy tire
mesh mats spread on the bench and face to be
blasted are commonly
used as a means of control.52
In some cases,
low-numbered,
delayed holes are believed
to have more tendency to fly
For this reason the instantaneous
and lower
than following
delays.
number holes have sometimes
been covered
by blasting mats while succeeding holes were not.
7-i7
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CHAPTER

8. DRILLING
EXCAVATION

AND BLASTING
BY CONTMCT

IN ROCK

8-1. General.
The CE designs and supervises
excavation
projects
necessitating
drilling
and blasting by contractor
forces.
Many of these
excavations
can tolerate
only minimal
blast effects
on the rock mass
immediately
adjacent to the lines and grades.
Such excavations
are
designed to be economical
and yet to meet certain design criteria
of
the final installation.
Elsewhere,
the Government
has an interest
in
fragmentation
obtained in blasting
rock, intended to be utilized
for rockfill embardcments and slope protection.
Successful
economical
completion can be accomplished,
but it usually demands considerable
effort
in planning, design, and inspection.
It is customary
in construca.
Customary
Contract App roach.
tion contracts
that unit bid prices for the items ‘‘ rock excavation,’
‘
or in some cases “excavation
unclassified,
” include all costs of drilling and blasting.
If the rock outlining the excavation
is to be protected,
it is common practice
to describe
the results required
of the excavation operation
by statements
in the specification
to the effect that:
(i) the explosives
used shall be of such quality and power and shall be
used in such locations
as will neither open joints nor crack or damage
the rock outside the prescribed
limit of excavation,
(2) as the excavation reaches
final lines and grades,
the depth of holes for blasting and
the amount of explosives
used per hole shall be progressively
reduced,
and (3) excavation
that exceeds
the prescribed
tolerance
of lines and
grades will be backfilled
with prescribed
materials.
Other restrictions
or limitations
may also be included.
It is the responsibility
of the contractor
to select the methods and operate in a manner that will produce the required
results.
It is expected
that a prudent contractor
will
include in his bid a contingency
item based on his judgment of the
difficulty
of the required
work.
Some specifications
go further and
prescribe
routine procedures
such as presplitting.
The degree of
responsibility
of the contractor
for the success of these procedures
depends to some extent on the latitude and options given the contractor
in the manner of employing
the procedures.
This general
industrywide approach
to rock excavation
in contracts
meets with varying
degrees
of success.
Where the rock excavation
required
is essentially the removal
of large quantities
of rock exemplified
by highway
cuts, the unit price of rock excavation
has remained
relatively
stable
over the last decade.
However,
when rock excavation
requiring
more
exacting
results is considered,
disputes and controversies
are common and may lead to claims for additional
cost.

best

b. Variation
of Customary
interest
of the Government

Approach.
It is considered
to be to the
to reduce the element
of risk for the
8-1
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contractor
as far as practicable
in bidding on Federal “contracts.
This
is done in the effort to secure the most competitive
bidding by reducing
the contractor’s
need to add a contingency
item for possible
costs not
specifically
anticipated.
There is evidence
from CE projects
that this
approach
is applicable
to specifications
regarding
blasting.
When
there is sufficient
knowledge
from previous
work and from geologic
data to determine
that certain
blasting
techniques,
procedures,
or limitations will probably
be necessary
to complete
the work, this information should be included in the plans or specifications
in some manner.
Where it is essential
that the final lines be obtained with close tolerances and the rock be undisturbed,
the plans and specifications
should
outline in detail such requirements
so the bidders can estimate
accordingly.
There is somewhat
of a precedent
to this approach
in that the
CE practice
for Civil Works construction
requires
compaction
of embankments
on the basis of specified
compaction
procedures
and moisture control,
rather than on the basis of a required
end product.
8-2.

Considerations

in Preparation

of Plans

and

Specifications.

a. Stated Principles
of Plans and Specifications.
A general
principle
applicable
to all CE contract
plans and specifications
is that
they will be carefully
prepared
to eliminate
all conditions
or practices
that might operate to delay the work or that might result in controversy
(see ER iliO-2-1200,
para 7a). Further,
specifications
should be so
clear and complete
that any competent
manufacturer
or construction
firm should experience
no undue difficulty
in preparing
bids or estimates.
Questions
that may arise during performance
of the contract
should be resolvable
by reference
to the contract,
of which the specifications
form a part (see ER ii10-2-i200,
para 7d).
b. Pertinent
General
and Special Provisions.
As rock excavation
is not covered
by guide specifications,
recently
approved
and successful project
specifications
or sections
thereof
may be used as guides to
the extent the y are applicable.
All te$hnical
provisions
are subordinate,
first, to the General
Provisions
and, second, to the Special Provisions
of the general
contract.
The following
is a list of those provisions
that
are deemed most pertinent
to rock excavation;
they should be reviewed
and kept in mind during the preparation
of plans and specifications.
General
Clause
Clause
Clause
Clause
Clause

Provisions
2- Specifications
and Drawings
3- Changes
4- Changed Conditions
6- Disputes
9. b.- Materials
and Workmanship
8-2
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Clause
Clause
Clause
Clause
Clause
Clause
Clause
Clause
Ciause
Clause
Special

12– Permits
and Responsibilities
14 —O”ther Contracts
23–Contractor
Inspection
System
32—Site Investigations
34–Operations
and Storage
39-Additional
Definitions
40-Accident
Prevention
41— Government
Inspection
50– Value Engineering
62— Variations
in Estimated
Quantities
Provisions

Physical
Data
Variation
in Estimated
QuantitiesSubdivided Items
Layout of Work
Quantity Surveys
Damage to Work
Approved
Material
Sources
Payment
Authorized
Representative
of Contracting
Officer
Contractor
Quality Control
c. Geologic
Data.
Data developed
from geologic
investigations
affect the design, preparation
of plans and specifications,
and the
pricing placed on the required
rock excavation
by the contractors
in
bidding the work.
The responsibility
for presenting
an accurate
description
of materials
to be excavated
rests with the Government.
EM iii O-i- f801 and EM fii O-1-i 806 should be consulted
in this
regard.
During
d. Review
Plans for Practicality
of Excavation
Outlines.
preparation
of plans and specifications,
the design should be reviewed
for the practicality
and the degree
of difficulty
in obtaining the various
excavation
outlines.
These should be considered
as to the possibility
of
attainment
compared
with their probable
cost.
For example,
exterior
vertical
corners
at right angles may be eliminated
and replaced
by
battered
corners.
e. Construction
be made to paragraphs

Inspection
To Be Expected.
Reference
2-27 and i03-03(d)
in EP 415-1 -26i.

should

The specifications
should require
the contracf. Blast Records.
tor to furnish the Contracting
Officer
complete
information
on every
Where a proposed
general
blasting plan is required
prior to the
blast.
start of blasting,
the individual
blast reports
may be submitted after
8-3
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the blast.
On other projects,
proposed
blast data have, been required
before drilling
commences
on each blast with a final report required
after the shot is fired.
Information
should include location
of blast
by station and range; elevation
of top of blast; depth, spacing, burden,
number, and diameter
of holes; type and quantities
of explosives;
quantities
of detonating
cord used; quantities
and delay periods
of
electrical
caps; maximum
quantity of explosive
detonated in a single
delay period; a sketch of drill-hole
pattern;
number of cubic yards
blasted; and powder factor.
Fig. 8-i shows one type of form provided to contractors
by the Associated
General
Contractors
of
Fig.
8-2 illustrates
a sample
of a blast report
America,
Inc.
form.
Where there are technical
reag. Sequence of Operations.
sons for excavation
to proceed
in a particular
sequence,
this requirement
should be clearly
defined in either the plans or
specifications.
Where experience
h. Specifying
MethodsObtaining Sound Walls.
and geologic
data indicate
that a method such as presplitting
is necessary to obtain the desired
results,
specify the method, or methods if an
option can be given.
Each method should be described
in sufficient
detail so that no item is omitted that might prove to be essential
for its
success.
Allow enough latitude that the method can be adjusted to the
field conditions
and to contractor’s
proposals.
Any contractor’s
proposal shall be described
in detail and demonstrated
to give equal and
satisfactory
results.
When specif~ng
presplitting,
it is well to keep in
mind that in some rocks, right-angle,
outside corners
of excavations
are not too successfully
obtained.
Provisions
for line drilling
outside
corners
should be considered.
Locally
the burden in front of the presplit wall will need to be blasted in small shots to a free face.
i. Obtaining
Final Grade.
The use of angle holes and limitation
on the depth of a final lift should be considered
if they will be helpful
in obtaining the final grade without damaging
the underlying
rock.
j. Specifying
and Prohibiting
Certain
Practices.
It- is sometimes
beneficial
to protide
in the specification
for the use of such measures
as deck-loaded
and small-diameter
holes that may be deemed necessary later.
Undesirable
practices,
such as subdrilling
below specified
tolerances
in structural
excavations,
should also be prohibited.
When blasting
k. Requirin~
Gradation
Ranges in Blasted Rock.
results
are desired
to produce certain
fragmentation,
test blasting
should be performed
by the contractor
to demonstrate
that he will proIn certain
rock types there is often
duce the desired
product.
8-4
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.,
in order to obtain required
considerable
percentage
of rock “wasted”
Allowance
for this should be made when estimating
quantigradation.
ties of roclc necessary
to produce the desired
product.
1. Vibration

FOR

THE

CHIEF

and Damage

Control.

See EM 385- l-i.
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APPEND~
TYPICAL

C E B LASTING

B
SPECIFICATIONS

Paragraphs 1-2, 1-3 and 1-4 below are examples of
1-1.
Introduction.
typical
actual construction
specifications
on blasting
for large
structures
and roadcuts.
Only the portions
pertaining
to blasting
The fourth example (par. 1-5) specified
seismic
have been extracted.
monitoring
for vibration
and damage control
at a large quarry.
i-2.
Blasting Specifications
for Spillway
site and Tuff Breccia) , Blue Rivet Dam.

SECTION3.

3-04.

EXCAVATION

and Intake

Structure

(in Ande-

EXCAVATION

FEATURES.

j. Excavation,
Intake Structure.
- (i)
A prism of
rock not less than 15 feet wide adjacent to the walls of the
intake structure
above elevation
1150 shall be drilled and
blasted in lifts not exceeding
20 feet in depth only after
removal
of the interior
portion of the channel.
(2) Aprismof
rock not less than i5feetwideadjacent to the face forming
the tunnel portal shall be excavated only after removal
of the interior
portion of the channel.
Above elevation
ii60 the blasting lifts shall not exceed 20
feet in depth.
Below elevation
ii60 the blasting lifts shall
not exceed 40 feet in depth. All blast holes in the rock
prism adjacent to the porta~ slope shall be deck loaded or
loaded with explosives
on a detonating
cord and delayed in
a pattern and sequence
that till
prevent back-pressure
and
damage to final faces.
Presplit
blasting
shall be used along
the portal face down to elevation
ii60.
Below elevation
i i60
“Line
Drilling”
shaIl be used along the portal face and along
each end of the rock prism adjacent to the portal slope.
shall not be more than one hole diameter
“ Line Holes”
apart and shall not be loaded with explosives.
k. Excavation,
Spillway
Channel. - The 20-foot-wide
zone of rock adjacent to each of the *O channel walls shall
be excavated
ofiy after removal
of the interior
portion of
the channel excavation.
In addition to presplit
blastholes
along the final slopes, the width of lifts and the pattern and
B-i
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sequence
of detonating
prevent back-pressures
configuration.

blast holes shall be such that will
and damage to final faces and

3-05.
EXPLOSIVES.
- a. Safet y. - In addition to full compliance with Section XXH, Blasting,
of General
Safety
Requirements,
EM 385-i-i,
dated i3 March i958. ~
b. Storage.
- The Contractor
shall submit to the
Contracting
Office r, for approval,
drawings
showing the
location,
access
to and type of construction
of the proposed storage
magazine
for explosives,
and cap house.
The explosives
storage
magazine
and other facilities
may
be located on Government
lands if satisfactory
locations
can be found and are approved
by the Contracting
Officer;
or the Contractor,
at his option, through private
negotiations, may locate explosive
magazines
outside Government lands.
The Contractor
shall provide
and maintain
access to the explosive
storage
areas at his own expense.
3-06.
DRILLING
AND BMSTING.
- a. General.
- The drilling and blasting
program
and methods shall be those
necessary
to acc-omplish
the excavation
shown on the contract drawings
in accordance
with the procedure
specified herein.
Under no circumstances
shall blasting be
performed
within 100 feet of concrete
which has been
placed less than seven days.
Blasting within iOO feet of
concrete
older than seven days will be permitted
only if
approved
by the Contracting
Officer.
A 50-watt,
remotecontrolled
radio transmitting
tower owned and operated
by the Forest
Sertice
is located near the auxiliary
dam
an the drawings.
Necessary
precautions
to
as indicated
avoid a premature
blast due to operation
of the transmitter
shall be taken by the Contractor.
b. Blastin g. - Prior
to drilling
for each blast,
unless excepted
by the Contracting
Officer,
the Contractor shall submit on an approved
form the pertinent
data
on the location,
depth and area of the blast; diameter,
spacing, depth, overdepth,
pattern and inclination
of
blast holes; the type, strength,
amount, distribution
and
powder factor for the explosives
used per hole and per

t

The manual

has subsequently
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blast; the sequence and pattern of delays, and description
and purpose of special methods.
The loading of holes
shall be done ixl Lne presence
of a Government
inspector.
Acceptance
by the Contracting
Officer
of bla sting data
will not relieve
the Contractor
of his responsibility
to
produce satisfactory
results as set forth in these specifications.
Drilling
and blasting
shall be done only to the
depth, amount and at such locations,
with explosives
of
such quantity, distribution
and density that will not produce unsafe or damaged rock surfaces
or damage rock
beyond the prescribed
excavation
limits.
Excavation
for
this contract has rock with vertical
and lateral
variations in hardness and texture containing
open and oxidized
seams, shear planes, joints and faults.
As excavation
operations
progress,
the drilling
and blasting procedures
shall be determined
only by satisfactory
results achieved,
and approved
by the Contracting
officer.
- When a drilling
and
blasting program
results in damage to the excavation,
the
Contractor
will be required
to devise and employ methods
which will prevent
such damage.
The revision
may include special methods such as presplit
and zone blasting,
shallow lifts, reduction
in size of individual
blasts, small
diameter
blast holes, closely
spaced blast holes, reduction
of explosives,
greater
distribution
of explosives
by use of
decking and primacord
or variation
in density of explosives.
Presplit
Blasting.
- (i)
General.
- The presplit
c.
method of blasting
is defined as the use of an optimum
quantity of explosives,
distributed
along primacord
the full
hole depth and detonated so as to produce an open shear
plane between closely
spaced blast holes prior to the adjacent primary
blasting.
This method shall be used for all
.
faces or slopes steeper than i on 1.
(2) Open Cut Excavation.
- Presplit
blast holes shall
be detonated prior to drilling
and blasting of the adjacent
rock.
Test blasts may be used in the areas of varying
slope
and rock conditions.
However,
the spacing of loaded presplit blast holes shall not exceed 24 inches center to center,
and may be as close as 12 inches.
Blast holes in areas of
total confinement
may be drilled
to the full depth of the excavation;
however,
in some areas with open faces the depth
of blast holes may be limited and will not exceed the horizontal burden.
The hole diameter
shall be at least two
times the diameter
of the explosive
cartridge.
The amount
B-3
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of explosives
in blast holes having a slope flatter than one
on one-third
shall be reduced progressively
with the
flattening
of slope.
The depth of stemming
above the explosive will be kept to a minimum
and shall not exceed onefourth of blast hole depth. Stemming
may be required
where rock contains
betw$en each explosive
charge in areas
open, weathered,
or clay-filled
seams, joints or faults.
of slopes, faces and
d. Structures.
- Exca~tion
shapes in the foundation for structures
may necessitate,
in
addition to pre split blasting,
the use of full hole decking,
limitation
on the depth of blast holes, and a limitation
on the
width of blast area adjacent to final surfaces
to prevent
structural
damage to rock beyond the exca-tion
lines.
The
method and type of blast hole decking and hole spacing will
be determined
by results which are satisfactory
to the Contracting
Officer.
e. Berms,
Benches,
Faces and Structural
Forms.
Where a berm, bench or other horizontal
surface
superimposes a vertical
or sloped surface,
excavation
to line and
grade of the horizontal
surface
shall be completed
prior to
starting
excavation
of the vertical
or sloped surfaces
in
order to prevent
loss of the berm shoulder or damage to the
underlying
rock face.
Blast holes shall not be drilled
to a
depth greater
than 2 feet below. the design grade of a berm.
Drilfing
and blasting
lift depths in confined shapes or features shall be limited
from one-half
to -o-thirds
the excavation width unless otherwise
approved
by the Contracting
Officer.
f. Final Grades and Exca-tion
Lines. - When excavation has progressed
to within i5 feet of the final grade or
lines of required
excavation
against which concrete
is to be
placed, drilling
and blasting
shall be limited
to tie- thirds
of the remaining
depth of excavation
except that when 5 feet
or less of rock remains
to be excavated,
blasting may be
if it can be demonstrated
that no
permitted
to final grade
damage till
result to the foundation.
Blast holes larger
than 3- 1/2 inches in diameter
shall not be drilled
closer
than 5 feet to a horizontal
or near horizontal
grade or within
15 feet of a vertical
or near vertical
face.
Whenever,
in the
opinion of the Contracting
Officer,
further blasting
may injure the rock upon or against wtich concrete
is to be placed,
the use of explosives
shall be discontinued
and the excavation
B-4
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shall be co’rnpleted by hand methods and/or pneumatic
tools,
by wedging,
barring,
picking or other approved
methods
exclusive
of explosives.
1-3. Blastinr
Dam.

Specification

for Structure

SECTION

B2.

Area

(in Limestone)

, Stockton

EXCAVATION

B2- 05. Spillway-Powerhouse
Area Excavation.
a. General.
(i)
Spillway- powerhouse
area is identified
as the areas
which are prepared
for the concrete
structure
and includes
the approach and outlet channel.
(2) Structure
the spillway-powerhouse
station i06+48, range
downstream.

area is identified
as that portion of
area from dam station 99+84 to dam
0+90 upstream
to range 4+12

B2-08.
Lines, Grades, and Tolerances.
a. General.
Unless otherwise
specified,
all excavation
shall be completed
to the lines and grades shown on the drawings.
and “B”
lines as shown on the drawings
b. “A”
indicate the maximum
and minimum
limits for “Bearing
Surfaces”
and “Special
Surfaces.’*
No material
will be permitted to remain inside the ‘ ‘A” lines.
c. Tolerances.
(i)
“Special
Surfaces”
are presplit rock surfaces
(except
i on 1.5 spillway
apron slope)
-against which concrete
is to be placed.
The tolerances
are
the “A”
lines to “B”
lines.
(2) “Bearing
Surfaces”
are all surfaces
under concrete structures
which are not defined as “Special
Surface s.”
Tolerances
are the “A”
lines to “B”
lines.
(3) Presplit
Surfaces
(Other than ‘ ‘Special Surfaces”).
Tolerances
from the surfaces
shown on the
-gs
shall not exceed three feet measured
horizontally, however,
the maximum
horizontal
tolerance
be~een
adjacent presplit
holes shall not exceed tielve
inches.
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B2-09.

Care

of Water.

c, Structure
Area.
The ground-water
level shall be
lowered
in advance of excavation
to permit excavation
in the
dry and to minimize
the water in the presplit
blast holes and
the presplit
fracture.
Not less than twenty days before the
rock excavation
reaches
elevation
770, calyx holes i, 2,
and 3 shall be thoroughly
cleaned out and dewatering
started.
The water level in the calyx holes shall be lowered
to and maintained
at a “level tithin
5 feet above the bottom of
the holes until excavation
is completed.
The Government
reserves
the right to use the calyx holes for observations.
Calyx holes i and 3 shall be backfilled
with lean cone rete as
directed
and calyx hole 2 shall be treated as shown on the
dratings.
Lean concrete
is specified
in Division
A, section
CONCRETE
, GENERAL.

shall

d. The Spillway-Powerhouse
be performed
in the dry.

Area.

Excavation

B2- 10. Blasting.
a. General.
All blasting in the spillwaypowerhouse
area outside of the structure
area and in the
quarry for rockfill
shall be designed
to produce the maxizones
and to
mum amount of material
suitable for rockfill
minimize
the quantity of grizzly
fines.
No, blasting
shall be
allowed within iOO feet of concrete
or grout which has an
age less than 7 days nor within 50 feet of any concrete
or
grout regardless
of age.
It was found in blasting for rockfill in quarry No. 2 during Stage I Construction
that the use
of low density powder produced
the best results,
as the
quantity of grizzly
fines was substantially
reduced.
As
“Special
Surface s,” “Bearing
Surface s,” other presplit
surfaces,
and other final surfaces
are approached,
blasting
shall be carefully
controlled
to avoid damage to these surfaces.
Initial drilling
and blasting in any area or type of
rock shall be limited
to a maximum
production
of 2,000
cubic yards per shot until the method is proven to produce
the specified
results.
Subsequent
drilling
and blasting in
required
excavations
shall be limited
to a maximum
produc tion of 6,000 cubic yards per shot in the Spillway
Powerhouse Structure
Area.
In “SpillwayPowerhouse
Excavation
- Rock”
and ‘ ‘Quarry
Excavation-Rock”
the size of the shot
may be increased
in increments
up to 3,000 cu. yds. provided the fragmentation
and clay content of the excavated
material
is and continues
to be satisfactory.
The maximum
B-6
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size of production
shall be limited
to 20,000 cu. yds. per
shot. All muck in front of any face being shot including the
structure
area shall have been removed
before the round is
fired.
The use of millisecond
delays is not initially
restricted;
however,
should proper fragmentation
not be obtained, or if over fragmentation
produces
excessive
fines or
incipient
fractures
in the rock to be used for “Rock
Zone 2“
Officer
reserves
the
and “Rock
Zone 3,” the Contracting
right to prohibit the use of millisecond
delays and to require
the use of regular
delays . Drilling
equipment
must be capable of efficiently
drilling
blast holes from 2 inches to 5 inches
in diameter.
The manner in which the rock breaks as excavation progresses
will be observed
and if the specified
results
are not obtained,
the Contractor
will be required
to revise
his operation
as necessary.
The blasting
operation
shall
not be revised
without the prior approval
of the Contracting
Officer.
The Contractor
shall keep records
of each blasting
shot (round) including
the following
information:
date, station
and range, lift, number of holes, hole size, consecutive
shot number, spacing, and depth; kind of explosive,
quantity
and method of loading and firing; delays; fragmentation
range, and percent of grizzly
fines . A copy of the records
shall be furnished
the Contracting
Officer
after each round.
b. Structures.
In the structure
area blasting of the
20- foot wide protective
bench and the lift immediately
above
the bearing
surface as shown on the drawings,
shall be accomplished
using blast holes (inclined
with the bottom
pointing 20° to 30° from the vertical
in a downstream
direction) . No holes shall be closer
than four feet to adjacent
“Special
Surface s.”
A slow velocity
powder in the range of
5,500 feet per second shall be used in the angle holes.
Bolting of ‘ ‘Special Surfaces”
and anchoring
is specified
in
Division
B, section ROCK BOLTS, ANCHOR
BARS, AND
DRAPED
FENCING .
c. Pre splitting.
All rock surfaces
i on 1.25 or
steeper and the 1 on 1.5 spillway
apron slope shall be pre split.
All rock surface
slopes 1 on 3/4 or steeper
shall be
presplit
prior to the time that horizontally
adjacent material
within 50 feet is drilled
for blasting.
Spillway
apron shall
be presplit
lift by lift whenever
the distance
measured
at
the bottom of the lift is approximately
50 feet horizontal
distance
from the final surface.
Depth of pre splitting
shall
be limited
to 33 feet on “Special
Surfaces”
elsewhere
to
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depths that Contractor
demonstrates
that tolerances
can be
Presplit
surfaces
shall be developed
to at least
maintained.
three feet below the floor of a bench before the bench is
blasted, except that the bottom bench shall be presplit
to
grade.
General
method of presplitting
consists
of drilling
a
line of holes spaced 24 inches (48 inches for “Spillway
Powerhouse
Excavation
- Rock”)
apart in the prescribed
plane, loading all of these holes with an optimum amount of
Trimtex
or approved
equal explosive,
and detonating
with
Primacord
or an approved
equal detonating
fuse . Results
will be judged by the condition
of the finished
surface
on
which shall remain at least 70% of the length of casts for
each of the pre split drill holes.
No presplitting
shall be done
in the structure
area until it has been demonstrated
elsewhere
that the techniques
proposed
obtain the specified
re suits .
Outside the structure
area presplit
lines shall be limited
to
iOO feet in length for each of the various
slopes until it has
been demonstrated
that the technique
produces
the specified
results.
B2-11.
Excavation
- Structure
Area.
a. Sequence
of Excavation.
Excavation
shall be carried
out in lifts as indicated
on the drawings,
and shall proceed
in an upstream
direction.
A blasted “V”
notch or stress relief
slot as shown on the
drawings
shall be completed
for each lift before drilling
for
primary
blasting is done.
Once a lift is started,
it shall be
carried
to its final surface over its entire area before
starting
the next lift.
Since the preservation
of horizontal
and vertical
corners
is critical,
the presplitting
of the protective
bench shall be coordinated
with the preset bolting as
shown on the drawings
and specified
in Division
B, section
ROCK BOLTS , ANCHOR
BARS, AND DRAPED
FENCING.
The 20- foot wide protective
bench shall be shot after the
muck from the adjacent
primary
blast has been ‘removed.
Rock bolting (other than preset bolts) as specified,
and indicated on the drawings
shall be completed
within 24 hours
after the protective
bench is blasted.
b. Overexcavation
and Backfill.
Overexcavation
because of a weakness
inherent
in the natural undisturbed
structure
of the bedrock
shall be performed
as directed,
and the theoretical
lines and grades will be adjusted ac cordingly.
Material
outside the excavation
limits which
are disturbed
due to the fault or negligence
of the Contractor
or due to his failure
to exercise
sound engineering
or
B-8
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replaced
by him with
or bolted, or both as

(in Basalt),

Foster

Regulating

3-04.
EXPLOSIVES.
- General.
- In addition to full
compliance
with Section XXII, Blasting,
of General
Safety
EM 385-i-i,
dated 13 March i958.
The
Requirements,
Contractor
shall submit to the Contracting
Officer,
for approval,
drawings
showing the location,
access thereto and
type of construction
of the proposed
storage
magazine
for
explosives,
cap house and “make up shack.’*
The explosives storage
magazine
and other facilities
may be located
on Government
lands if satisfactory
locations
can be found
and are approved
by the Contracting
Officer;
or the Contractor,
at his option, through private
negotiations,
may
locate explosive
magazines
outside Government
lands.
The
Contractor
shall provide
and maintain access
to the explosive storage
areas at his own expense.
In the use of explosives, the Contractor
shall exercise
the utmost care not to
endanger life or property.
The Contractor
shall use
methods and programs
which will prevent damage to adjacent
landscape
features
and which will minimize
scattering
of
rock, stumps or other debris outside the finished
roadway
slopes.
The Contractor
will be responsible
for any and all
damage and/or injury resulting
from the use of explosives.
I
b.

Blasting.

-

(1) The drilling
and blasting methods and program
shall be those necessary
to accomplish
the excavation
shown
on the contract
drawings
in accordance
with the procedures
Explosives
shall not be used as a primary
specified
herein.
means of transporting
material
outside the excavated
prism.
(2) Prior
to drilling
for each blast, unless excepted
the Contractor
shall submit on
by the Contracting
Officer,
an approved
form a plan showing the location,
size, spacing
and depth of holes, blast hole loading,
sequence and pattern
of delays and special methods.
Acceptance
by the Contracting
Office r of the blasting data will not relieve
the
Contractor
of his responsibility
to produce safe and satisfactory
results as set forth by these specifications.
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(3) Excavation
for this contract
has rdck with vertical
and lateral variations
in hardness
and texture,
containing
open and weathered
seams,
shear planes, joints and faults.
(4) Drilling
and blasting
shall be done only to the
depth, amount and extent and with explosives
of such quality,
quantity and in such location
that will neither disrupt nor
damage the rock forming
the prescribed
limits of the
When in the opinion of the Contracting
Officer,
excavation.
damage is being done to the rock outside of the limits of the
excavation,
it will be the Contractor’s
responsibility
to dete rmine and use drilling
and blasting
methods that will produce the specified
results
regardless
of the rock conditions
shall be used to produce all
encountered.
Presplit
Blasting
slopes in rock excavation
not ripped and which are more than
iO feet deep.
The presplit
method of blasting
is defined as the
use of an optimum quantity of explosives
distributed
along a
detonating
cord the depth of the blast hole so as to produce
an open shear plane between c~osely spaced blast holes prior
to blasting the adjacent
rock.
This method shall be used on
all slopes steeper
than i on 1 and shall be used the full depth
of the rock excavation.
Test blasting may be used in areas
of varying
slope and rock conditions.
The presplit
blast hole
diameter
shall be at least two times the diameter
of the explosive
cartridge.
The holes shall be drilled
parallel
to the
slope of the designed
excavation
and shall have a spacing not
to exceed 30 inches but may be as close as 24 inches.
Center
to center holes in areas of total confinement
may be drilled
to the full depth of the excavation,
however,
in areas with
open faces the depth of blast holes may be limited
and will
not exceed the horizontal
burden.
The blasting
shall be
accomplished
by loading the holes with string charges
of
40 percent
gelatin dynamite
attached to a detonating
cord,
so that all charges
shall be uniformly
spaced throughout
the length of the hole.
Charges
will not exceed 1/4 pound of dynamite per linear foot of depth. In addition,
one pound of
dynamite
shall be concentrated
at the bottom of the hole.
The amount of explosives
in blast holes having a slope
flatter
than one on one-half
will be reduced progressively with the flattening
of slope.
Holes shall be
sand or free-running
gravelly
stemmed
with coarse
size
of 3/8-inch.
The depth of
sand having a maximum
and shall not exceed
stemming
shall be kept to a minimum
B-10
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one-fourth
the blast hole depth. Stemming
may be
required
between each explosive
charge in areas where
the rock contains open seams, joints or faults.
Pre split blast holes shall be detonated prior to drilling
and
blasting the adjacent rock except when conditions
will not
permit this method or when it can be demonstrated
to
the satisfaction
of the Contracting
Officer
that in special
cases a millisecond
delay system will produce acceptable
rock surfaces.
1-5.

Seismic
3-03.

.

Monitoring

Specifications,

Milton

BUSTING

FOR

OPERATIONS.

QUARRY

Freewater

Quarry.

a.
General:
All blasting operations
shall be performed in accordance
with the applicable
provisions
of
Corps of Engineers
Manual EM 385- 1-1 dated 13 March
“
1958, entitled ‘ ‘General
Safety Requirements”
and supplemented by North Pacific
Division
Supplement,
dated 15 July
i960.
The Contractor
shall furnish to the Contracting
Officer prior to each blast a plan of all blast holes showing pattern and depth of drilling,
type of explosive
used, loading
pattern, and sequence of firing.
This plan shall show all
holes, charges
and existing
quarry face relative
to quarry
boundaries
by dimensions
and elevations
in feet.
The
drilling
and blasting plan is for record purposes
only, and
will not absolve
the Contractor
of his responsibility
for
using proper drilling
and blasting procedures.
If the Contractor
selects
and operates
a quarry within one mile of
any residence,
building or bridge subject to vibration
damage by blasting,
the Contractor’s
blasting operations
shall
be subject to the requirements
of paragraphs
3-03 &. and
3-03 ~., below.

b. Monitoring:
All blasting for quarry operations
that are within one mile of any residence,
bridge,
or building
shall be monitored
for each blast.
No separate
payment will
be made for blasting
or monitoring
blasts in the riprap
quarry,
and all costs thereof
shall be incidental
to and included in the applicable
Item No. 7, ‘ ‘Riprap,
Class I,”
Class H,” or Item No. 9, “Riprap,
Item No. 8, “Riprap,
Class ILI. ” For the initial blast of the quarry, the quantity
of explosive
shall be limited
to an amount which will not
cause damage to buildings,
bridges,
or private
property
in
When ground characteristics
for any specified
the area.
B-ii
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blasting
location have been determined
from the initial blast
by instrumentation,
the allowable
qua,ntit y- distance
relations
between the amount of explosives
used and the distance
from
the blast site shall be determined
from the accepted
results
of instrumentation
at the given operation
for the various
The vibration
measurements
at the
weights
of explosives.
nearest building or dwelling
shall not exceed a total Energy
Ratio of i. O. Recordings
shall be taken at all of the most
The Energy Ratio in a single direction
critical
locations.
shall

be calculated

by the following

E.R.
where

= (3.29

formula:

FA)2

F = frequency

in cycles

A = amplitude

in inches

per

second

Total Energy
Ratio is defined
as arithmetical
sum of Energy
Ratios in three mutually perpendicular
planes of motion.
Reference:
Safety Regulation
No. 23, dated 20 August 1965,
State of New Jersey,
Department
of Labor and Industry,
Trenton,
New Jersey.

c. Seismograph:
The Contractor
shall have a finimum of &o approved
seismograph
instruments
for monitoring blasting
operations
(see exception,
paragraph
3- 03a).
Additional
instruments
will be required
if found necessary.
Locations
of instruments
shall be subject to the approval
of
the Contracting
Oficer.
Seismographs
for monitoring
of
quarry blasting
shall be placed at opposite
locations.
Each
seismograph
instrument
shall be capable of recording
photographically
all three components
of ground motion.
The .
recorded
data shall include for each shot:

from

area

(1)

Identification

(2)

Name

of qualified

observe

(3)

Name

of qualified

interpreter.

(4) Distance
of detonation.
(5)

Type

of instrument

and direction

of ground

B-i2
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well

as

(6) Maximum
amplitudes
resultant
for all recorded

thousandth

(7) Duration
of an inch.

of motion

(8)

Frequency

(9)

Maximum

for all components,
as
frequencies
of vibrations.

in excess

of ground

motion

of one- one

in cycles

per

second.

readings,

(i O) A copy
dated.

energy

ratio.

of photographic

records

of seismograph

(ii)
Recorded
data from each blast,
including
the
computed
energy
ratio shall be furnished
to the Contracting
Officer
prior to the next succeeding
blast.
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drill.

Crl!
ical
Crushed
Crushing,
Cushion

diameter,
3-5
zone.
2-2.
2-3
4-1
blastlng.
5-21

4-11.

Cyclotrlmethylenet

zrati
o,

On,

2-3,

5-24,

5-20

drills.
4-8-4-15
Hemispherical
bit. 4-1
High-density
ammonia
3-12
High
exploslve,
3.1

5-26

H~gl, veloclty
gelatin.
Hole
array,
5- 1-5-4
stresses,
2-3
Hoop
Horizontal
presplitting,

5-4,

(RDX),

dynamite,

3- IS

5-20

Inclined
Ingredients

7-16

olastholes,
5-5
ot explosives,

3-?,

6-14
Jackhammers,
3-4.

3-10,

3-20

3-1

confinement,

6-16

3-19

6-4

4-12

3-23,

charges.

gum.
~oles.

Hammer:
bits,
4-8-4-10

rLnllram]ne

charges,

Decotiplea

2-4.

4-1
8- 1-8-7

Controlled
blasting.
5-15
Covote
blasting.
5-12–5-13,
Crate
ring,
5-13.
7-17

Decked

Gelat,
ns. 3-13-3-16
Grade.
3-13
Ground:
coal.
3-Q
vibrations,
7-5-7-16

3-20

Comoresslonal
wave,
Compressive
strength,
Coni>ned
veloclty.
3-5
Conkcal
Contracts.

6- Z-6-4

3-Q

ComDosltlon

Degree

6-7,

5- 12

3-11.

3-9

Charac
Lerlstic
impedance,
Charcoal.
3-0
Charce
diameter,
3-43-5
Ctllpping.
4-1
Cl), krn drills,
4-8,
4-11

Della

5-11,
3-10,

Flyrock,
7- 17–718
Fragmentation.
2-2,
Free
face,
2-3

6-14—6-15

Chalk,

6.4,
breccia,

3-23

3-9

2-2
3-1

dlstrlbutlon,

Faults,
6-9
Ferrosilicon.

3-3,

3-21-3-22.

dlnltrate.

dynamite,

Fabric.

Cap
and fuse,
3-22,
3-23
Carbon
monoxtde.
3-7

Cav:t]e.

glvcol

charge

Fault

4-4
3-17-3-18

waves.
2-1
hlastlng
cao,

Exploslon
cavlt~
Explos
Ivti.
2-1,
ba~e,
3-7,
3-II
Extra

4-14

4-1,4-4-4-8

Ethvlene

5-4

bomte,

4-u,

Drill
svstenls
4-1.
Dry
blast~ng
agents,
Dynamite,
3-10-3-13

3-15

Blast
r., cords,
8-3-8-4.
Block hollnE,
5-24
Booster,
3-19
B,ilk
strenxth
3-1
Bt, rden,

bits.

Elastic
Electrlc

3-14.

3-5

3-2 L-3-24

4-8

Drill
2-3

cav,
3-21-3-24
coefflclent,
2-4.
6-4
damage,
2-1,
;--i-~-18
gc,atln.

ftise,
3-21.
3-:
3- 5-3-7

Down
I,ne,
3-23
Down-the-hole
dr!ll,
Drag
bit, 4-5

5-4-5-12
3-9.
3-.?0-3-21

Blast-fractured
Blasting:
agents
(nltroca

3-21-3-22
3:4,

Veloclty.
3-1.
3-4-3-5,
3-o
Detonator,
3-21-3-24
Diamond
bit, 4-4-4-5.
4-7
Dipping
strata,
b- 14
D!spiacement
selsn)ograph.
7-11-7-12
Ditchtng
dynam]te,
3-10

3-16

3-13
3-16

3-10

cap,

5-3
explosives.

Detonating
Detonation.
pressure.

Ammonia:

3-10.
dvnamlte,
gelatln
(s~clal,

blasttng

patterns.
Densltv
of

Alrblas!.
7-1 —7-4
Air
waves,
2-1

3-22

Jet-piercing,

I-i

a

4-8.
4-1

4-9.

5-23

3-9,

3-10

3-11,
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INDEX

.,
stone,
5-24
coating.
6-7.
JO1ntinK.
6-4.
6-7
orientation,

Klcselg(thr

Lead
azidc,
Lifter.
5-6.

3-9
5-8

drilling.

Low

Safety.

1- 1-1-2

Scaling,

5-15

(LOX).
dynamite,

detomting

explosive,

cord

3-9
3-11,

( LEDC)

zone,

3-lZ-

.3-24

3-1

.

of drilling,

Mercury
Metallic

Shear
S1OW

4-4

fulminate,
3-9
powder,
3-9

2-2

charges,
waves,
delay,

3-23-3-24
3-22.

Mudcapping,

5-24
(guncotton),

3-9

well

Oxygen

explosive.
carrier,

3-7

Spacing,
Spalling,
Stemmang,

5- i
2-3–2-4,
i-1

Stopers,

4-8

Strengths
Paraffin,
Particle
Peak
Peak

3-9
size,

particle
pressure,

velocity.
2-t

Pentaerythritol
Pentolite,
3-20
Perctissive

pressure

gage.

Pneumatic
Porosity,

l-ding,
6-4,
6-6
factor,

Pyramidal
Quarryang.

bit.

Tensile
Tensaonal

3-21

K-4.

7-4

3-10,
3- 1-3-.

5-11-5-12
3-12
Z-3,
Z-3

Z-4,

array.

6-4

3-9
5-4–

5-5

5-13

Tr, nitrotoiuene
(TNT),
Trunk
line,
3-23

6-5
6-7,

5-21

velocitv,

3-9.

3-20

6-12,

7-i6

Veloctty

drills,

2-1

Wagon
Water:

4-i

resistance.
Weathering

5-23-5-26.

gels,

6-i,

Weight

6-i2

ienetr;nitramine),

3-20

7.inc

I-2

5-13-5-14
7-11-7-12

seismograph,

Vibratory

.

3-4

blastlng,

Underwater

3-Z I
4-1

(c yclotrimethy

explosives,

diglycerin,

Trenching,

wood
RDX

3-14.
3-t5
dvnamite,

strength,
wave,

t“nconflned

5-4.

3-16.
bit,

7-17

3-18

4-5,
4-8
5-15-5-19,

corners,
5-20.
Prill,
3-!7
Primary
waves,
Prtmer.
Prlsmat:c

3-9.

Trapezoidal

3-20

Power
augers.
PrespltttlnR,

N).

4-8–4-14

explosive.
4-4

Powder

(PET

Tetranitro-

Piezoelectric
Plug
btts,

4-1.

7-5

tetranitrate

drills,

Permissible

of

Subdrilling,
Sulfur,
3-9.

3-4

5-8

3-9

Stra!ght:
gelatin,
3-13,
nitroglycerin

3-13

5-7,

3-9

nitrate,
N,trocellulose

3-19

5-6,

chloride,

Nitrogen
oxide.
3-7
Nitroglycerin,
3-9
Nitrostarch,
3-9

3-20

3-19

Snake
hole,
Sodium:

7-i3

3-lb

Z-i
3-22

agent,

boosting,

connector,

Oil

7-12
3-14,
3-7

Sl, trry:
blasting

7-4

Microphone,
Millisecond:
delay.

4-i.

3-15
6-1 —6-2

Seismograph.
Semlgelatin,
Sensitivity,
Shaped

Mechanics

4-14-4-15
4-14–4-15

7-4

Seismic:
explosive.
velocity,

5-22-5-23

Liquid
oxygen
explosive
Low-density
ammonia
3-13

4-11.
4-11.

3-9

[actor.

5-21,

Low-energy

b-9

3-.2.

(diatomite),
3-9

Line

6-8-

5-24

Rock
[111S.
5-25-5-26
Roller
bit,
4-4,
4-b
Rotarv
drills.
4-3-4-8,
Rotarvpercussive
drill.

6-8
6-7.

Umpblack,

’d)

R,prap.

Jetty
Joint

Jo~nt

(Con!

drill.

4-8,

4-8
4-11

3-18
3-1,
3-7
coefficient,

strength,
pulp.
oxide.

3-9
3-9

3- i-3-4

6-15

3

11,

3-12

